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5Abstract
In the past, the electrical prope=erties of our a-Si
films are investigated by the conventional methods such as
dark iDC conductivity, photoconductivity and ESR measurement
etc.. Another a irtempt is to observe and characterize the
density of states distribution which is now studied by the
single current injection method.
A-Si film is evaporated on the roughly polished stain-
less steel substrates. Different metals such as Al, Au, and
Cr are then evaporated onto the a-Si film and will serve as
upper electrodes. The temperature dependence of I -V charac-
teristics of such sandwich structure will be measured in the
temperature range such that the extended state conduction is
expected, This temperature range can be found by performing
dark DC conductivity from which the activation energy and
the pre-exponential factor will serve as a reference point
for the energy scale in the gap state distribution.
The contact between the stainless steel substrates and
the a-Si film can be treated as ohmic contact, which is
supported by the Voc measurements and the fact that an ohmic
region at low applied field is found in all I-V curves. In
general, the films show an ohmic region followed by space-
charge-limited region and the current injection through the
hydrogenated films is easier than through the unhydrogenated
films. The I-V characteritics of both unhydrogented and
hydrogenated films are analysed by the differential method
proposed by Nespurek and Sworakowski (1980(a), (b)) to
evaluate the energy distribution of the gap states.
6The gap state distribution in the unhydrogenated film
is very similar to the Mott-Davis model. A broad hump with
density of states around 3x1017 cm-3eV-1 is found in the gap
center (from Ec-E=0.53 to 0.73 eV). On one side of the hump,
the gap states from the broad maximum rapidly drops to
density of states around 3xlO15 cm-3eV-1 near Ec-E=1 eV and
then increses towards the valence band. On the other side of
hump, the gap state drops rapidly from the broad maximum to
density of states around 9xlO 5 cm3eV-1 near Ec-E=0.35 eV
and then rapidly increases to the density in the order of
1017 cm-3eV-1 at Ec-E=0.3 eV.
The gap state distribution in the hydrogenated films is
observed from about Ec-E=0.2 to 0.4 eV. Different hydrogena-
tion condition would lead to different gap state distribu-
tion. The best hydrogenated film found in our experiments
have a gap states with density around 5x1015 cm-3eV_1 from
Ec-E=0.4 to 0.35 eV and slowly increases to density in the
order of 1017 cm-3eV-1 near 0.2 eV. Comparing the unhydroge-
nated with the hydrogenated films, there is a good indica-
tion that the gap states can be cleaned up by hydrogenation.
The degree of disorder is diminished after hydrogenation.
Although the reference point for the energy scale in the gap
state distribution is influenced by the surface states
produced by the thin oxide on the surface of the a--Si film,
the overall error in gap state distribtutiori is estimated to
be not more than a factor of two.
1Chapter 1
Introduction
The conventional method to understand the properties of
material either in amorphous state or in crystalline state
is to find the characteristic parameters, for example, the
pre-exponential factor and activiation energy characterizing
electrical conductivity, Hall coefficient characterizing
Hall effect, the thermopower characterizing thermoelectric
effect, etc.. But these parameters extracted from the
experimental data are more or less based on a priori assump-
tions. Another attempt is to observe and characterize the
density of state distribution. This is not only of fundamen-
tal importance in helping to formulate and verify various
defect and conduction models, but is also perhaps the single
most important characteristic in determining technological
utility of the materials. For amorphous semiconductor, large
density of localized states will strongly affect the proper-
ties of the amorphous semiconductor just like the localized
states originating from some impurities dominate the proper-
ties of crystalline semiconductor. Therefore, the latter
method is more suitable for understanding the properties of
amorphous semiconductor. In the following, some methods of
determining the density of gap state distribution in amor-
phous silicon (a-Si) are introduced and reviewed.
1.1 Field Effect Measurement
The t ield effect measurement of the conductance change
due to the application of a transverse electric field is one
of widely used technique for determining the density of
2gap state distribution g(E).
In the conventional insulated-gate field effect geome-
try, the amorphous semiconductor film forms one plate of a
parallel plate capacitor and the other is metal thin sheet
of insulating dielectric such as mylar, mica, A1203 or Si02.
The applied voltage on the gate will induce charges onto
sample and the charges will reside either in surface states
at the interface between insulator and semiconductor or
within a region beneath the semiconductor surface (space
charge region). Increasing the gate voltage and hence space
charge region, the conductance of the amorphous thin film is
increased. From the conductance changes, the information
about the density of state distribution of surface states
and the localized gap states can be evaluated.
The result of gap state distribution obtained from the
field effect measurements performed by Spear (1974) is shown
in Fig. 1.1, which supersede earlier results of Spear and Le
Comber (1972). The dotted lines on the figure are extrapo-
lated densities. El, E2 and E2 are the state distribution
for evaporated a-S i. For E1, only a lower limit to density
of state at Fermi level g(Ef) of 4 x 1020 cm-3-eV-1 is
given. The arrows indicate the position of the field free
Fermi level which lies near a minimum in the density of
states between two band of defect EX at about 0.4 eV below
Ec directly probed by the field effect and EY at about 1.2
eV below Ec inferred from the photoconductivity experiment
and from electrical conductivity measurements. Spear (1974)
suggested that the EX and Ey may be corresponding to the
Fig.1.1 The gap state distribution obtained from field
effect measurement (Spear 1974).
Fig.1.2 The schematic diagram of the gap state distribu
tion from field effect measurement.
4acceptor and donor level of a defect, namely divacancy.
However, the inequality of the density of the two level
shows that it is unreasonable to conclude that a-Si is full
of divacancies, thus the mult-vacancy complexes are sugges-
ted. Spear (1974) also concluded that g (E) posseses a well-
def ined minimum in the gap center near 0.8 eV below Ec and
g(Ef) lies below 1019 cm-3eV-1 for their experimental curve.
Later, the first successful doping of glow discharge (GD) a-
Si by incorporation of P and B was achieved by Spear and Le
Comber (1975, 1976). The density of state distribution in
doped a-Si obtaind from field effect measurement confirms
the general deductions from the previous results measured on
undoped films (Fig. 1.2).
Spear (1974) and Madan et al. (1976) have assumed that
the surface states at the interface do not play a signifi-
cant role and the measured density of state is a bulk pro-
perty. However, Knights et al. (1977), by measuring ESR
signal of GD a-Si deduced a density of surface states of
about 1013 cm-2eV-1, The same value is also obtained by
Wronski and Carlson (1977), and, Balberg and Carlson (1979)
from the conductance measurement concluded that the promi-
nent feature at 0.4 eV below Ec in the density of states is
characteristic of the surface region. On the other hand, in
contrast to them, Williams et al. (1979) from the photoemis-
sion deduced the density of surface states at a-Si :H-Si02
interface is at most 1011 crn-2. So, the influence of surface
states on g(E) obtained from field measurement seems to be
in doubt.
5Aside from the problem of the surface, Neudeck and
Malhotra (1975 (b)) used an ansatz for g (F) to fit their
field effect experimental data. Spear and Le Comber (1972)
started with a crude step method but later (Madan et al.
(1977)) improved their analysis and applied finite tempera-
ture statistics. More accurate methods suggested by Goodman
and Fritzsche (1980) and Powell (1981) are still failing in
calculating the density of states in a straight forward way
free from "predictor-corrector" loops. Recently, Grunewald
et al. suggested a new scheme which computes the charge
density without explicit solution of Possion's equation
directly from experimental field effect data avoiding fit-
ting procedure and loops. No significant difference in the
magnitude of the density of states is found from the diffe-
rent methods except that Goodman and Fritzsche (1980) and
Powell (1981) showed that the existence of the peak EX
cannot be proved throught field effect mesurements alone and
concluded that only the broad features of density of states
can be determined from the measurement and a unique g(E)
cannot be identified.
1.2 Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) Measurement
Since capacitance-voltage measurement has been proved
to be a powerful tool for the investigation of crystalline
semiconductor (Sze 1969). This method is now also a promi-
sing technique for determination of the density of gap
states of a-Si (Dohler and Hirose 1977, Hirose et al. 1979,
Snell et al. 1979, 1980 Beichler et al. 1980, Tiedje et al.
1980, Viktorovitch and Jousse 1980, Viktorovitch and Moddel
61980, Goodman and Fritzsche 1980).
Like field effect measurement, the information of the
C-V measurement arises from the band bending due to space
charge in the surface layer of an amorphous semiconductor
covered with an insulating film, the space charge being
induced by an external field applied via a gate electrode.
However, C-V measurement is more direct because no transport
properties, but only the static dielectric constants of the
semiconductor and of the insulator enter in addition to the
density of states. Dohler and Hirose (1977) suggested that
there are two advantages of the C-V measurement:
(1) The density of states above and below the Fermi level
(about+ 0.1 eV) can be determined, (whereas the field
effect mesurement is essentially restricted to a bias
which causes majority carrier accumulation).
(2) The results are independent of the conduction mechanism
(but the field effect method fails if, for example,
variable range hopping at the Fermi level is the predo-
minant conduction process in the space charge region).
Like the field effect mesurement again, the problem of the
influence of the surface states also exists in the C-V
measurement. But Dohler and Hirose (1977) suggested that
this influence can be eliminated by C-V measurement perform-
ed in the high and low frequency limit.
Hirose (1979) (and, Dohler and Hirose 1977) from the
metal/ oxide /GD a-Si (MOS structure) C-V mesurement con-
cluded that the density of gap state distribution smoothly
7increases from a minimum of the order of 1016 cm-3eV-1 near
the midgap to more than 1018-1019 cm-3eV-l within 0.2 eV of
the band edges, and do not show the peak EX at about 0.4 eV
below Ec as reported by Spear (1974). A similar conclusion
is also drawn by Guimaraes et al. from the MOS (active Al/
A1203 /GD a-Si) C-V measurement under illumination.
Guimaraes et al. concluded that from the null temperature
approximation the density of gap states is about one order
of magnitude lower than those obtained using T,'OOK (about
from 4 x 1016 to 1017 cm-3eV-1), although the density of gap
states is similar to that obtained from field effect mea-
surement, the density of gap states presents a flat region
near the bottom of conduction band and top of valence band,
instead of a well-defined maxima. Goodman and Fritzsche
(1980) also concluded that the existence of the peak EX
cannot be verified from the C-V measurement alone by means
of an iterative method. Moreover, Viktorovitch and Jousse
(1980) from the frequency dependence of C-V measurement on
hydrogenated sputtered a-Si Schottky diode found that the
density of states around the midgap Ei is about 1016 cm-3eV-
1, a peak seems to emerge to 0.4 eV above E i and there is a
surprisingly large conduction band tail of 0.45 eV inter-
preted as due to Si-H anti-bonding.
81.3 Deep Level Transient Spectroscope (DLTS) Measurement
This technique is a high-frequency capacitance tran-
sient thermal scanning technique first introduced by Lang
(1974) to characterize traps in semiconductor.
Briefly, a DTLS measurement system consists of a sensi-
tive capacitance measurement apparatus with good transient
response, one or two pulse generators to make rapid changes
in the diode bias, a dual-gated signal integrator and X-Y
recorder. The essential feature of DLTS is the ability to
set an emission rate window such that the measurement appa-
ratus only responds when it see a transient with a rate
within this window. Thus, if the emission rate of a trap is
varied by varying the sample temperature, the instrument
will show a response peak at the temperature where the
thermally activiated trap emission rate is within the
window-
Unlike field effect and C-V measurement of MOS struc-
ture, DLTS data can be interpreted without a detailed know-
ledge of functional dependence of band bending in the deple-
tion region and they are easy to analyse. The presence of
each trap is indicated by a positive or negative peaks on a
flat baseline plotted as function of temperature. The height
of these peaks are proportional to the trap concentration,
the sign of each peak indicates whether the trap is near the
conduction band and valence band, and the position of the
peaks are uniquely determined by the integrated gate set-
tings and thermal emission properties of the respective
traps. By the proper choice of experimental parameters it is
9possible to meaure the thermal emission rate, activation
energy, concentration profile and electron- and hole-capture
cross section for each trap.
Unlike the field effect and C-V measurement again, the
DLTS technique has ability to distinguish between the bulk
and surface states.
Cohen et al. (1980(a)) pioneered the study on gap
states in UHV evaporated and GD a-Si by DLTS measurement.
Cohen et al. (1980(b), 1981(a), (b), 1982) found that the
density of gap states in GD a-Si varies between values as
low as about in undoped GD a-Si films and
as nign as in some n-doped GD a-Si films. The
general shape of their g(E) is dominated by a deep minimum
(less than between 0.3 and 0.6 eV from the
conduction band and a broad shoulder of states extending
from the valence band up to midgap. The major difference
between the results of DLTS measurement performed by Cohen
et al. (1982) and that of field effect measurement performed
by Madan et al. (1976) is that there is a minimum at midgap,
which is also strongly supported by the transport and opti-
cal measurement, rather than the maximum reported by Madan
et al. (1976). Cohen et al. (1982) explained that it is due
to the surface states of the films which strongly influence
the results of field effect measurement. A similar expla-
nation was also concluded by Hyun et al. (1982) from the DTLS
measurement on the fluorinated GD a-Si (a-S i :H) that the
density of surface state in the fluroinated films (a-Si:H:F)
is much smaller than that in a-Si:H films.
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Moreover, DLTS in principle is well adapted for measu-
ring the density of states in crystal, but it still have
difficult to carry out in the amorphous material because of
the large localized band tail states which tend to swamp the
deep traps. So, it is also assumed to measure the true bulk
density of states.
1.4 Current Injection Measurement
After Mott and Gurney (1940) discussed about the space-
charge-limited current (SCLC) in the trap-free insulators,
the concept of SCLC is extended to treat insulators with
traps experimentally and theorectically (Rose 1955, Wright
1961, Lampert and Mark 1970, Manfredotti et al. 1976,
Nespurek and Sworakowski 1980, Kao and Hwang 1981, Den Doer
1981, Pierre et al. 1982).
The current injection method (or namely SCLC method) is
now a well-known method for determining traps distribution
in insulators and has been applied to many different mate-
rials (Lampert and Mark 1970, Kao and Hwang 1981). The
current injection measurement is simple but requires the
presence of an ohmic contact. Only a set of temperature
dependence of current-voltage (I-V) characteristics is nece-
ssary to measure, the parameters characterizing traps may be
evaluated from the crossover voltages and slopes of I-V
characteristic curves plotted as function of temperature,
and the trap distribution can also be regenerated from a I-V
characteristic curve only (see chapter 2, part II).
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For example, if on a log-log plot of current vs vol-
tage, there is a nearly vertical l section in the c har,-acteris-
tic as shown in Fig. 1.3, this can be attributed to filling
of a discrete set of traps, and the concentration of traps
not occupied by electron in thermal equilibrium can be
rewritten in practical units.
where K the relative static dielectric constant.
VTFL the trap-filled-limited voltage in V.
L the thickness of the samle in cm.
Note that the trap-filled-limited voltage measures that
fraction of the total concentration of traps that is empty
in thermal equilibrium. If the nearly vertical section of
the characteristic is directly preceded by a square-law
section as shown in Fig. 1.3, one can conclude that the
traps lay well above the thermodynamic Fermi level E fo i.e.
shallow traps, exp(Et-E fo)/kT 1, and so were essentially
all empty at the outset i.e. pto- Nt. This particular
result, which is derived from the powerful combination of
elementary electrostatics and Fermi-Dirac statistics, is an
outstanding success of the SCLC technique in obtaining
useful information about insulators. Not only can the expe-
rimental effect be a very large and obvious one, but minimun
knowledge of the material constants is required, namely just
the relative static dielectric constant. (Note that VTFL
will be independent of mobility, even under high field, hot
carrier, condition, so long as impact ionization and nega-
Fig.1.3 A schematic diagram of J-V characteristics for an
insulator with a single set of shallow traps.
Fig.1.4 A schematic diagram of J-V characteristics for ar
insulator with a single set of deep traps.
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tive differential mobility effects do not take place. Under
these conditions QNCOV and the essential features of Fermi-
Dirac statistics are preserved, and these are the critical
ingredients of the TFL-SCLC phenomenon). If the nearly ver-
tical section of the characteristic is directly preceded by
Ohm's law as shown in Fig. 1.4, one knows only that the
traps lay at or below Efo i.e. deep traps, exp(E fo-Et)/kT
1, and only a lower limit can be set on Nt (Nt pto). If
the trap level Et were determined by the other experiments,
Nt can be calculated knowing Efo and Et. The location of Efo
is normally determined simply by DC conductivity measure-
ments, which implies a knowledge of free-carrier effective
mass and the number of band extrema. Fortunately, since Efo
depends only logarithmically on these quantities, the degree
of ignorance concerning them is only weakly reflected into
an uncertainty in the location of Efo. Thus, a factor of 100
uncertainty in the quantities gives an uncertainty of only
0.1 eV in Efo at room temperature.
Some results obtained from SCLC study are mentioned as
follows.
(1) Single or Multiple Discrete Traps
Smith (1959) studied SCLC in CdS with one ohmic contact
(Indium) and the other blocking contact (Tellurium). In the
forward direction, I-V characteristic exhibits an I4/,V2.8
dependence, then a nearly vertical section, and finally an
I V2 dependence, well below the theoretical trap-free square
law
14
Barbe and Westgate (1970), using gold electrodes a5
electron injection contacts and guard rings to avoid the
effect of surface leakages, found that except in hydroge ambient, the I-V characteristic of _-phthalocyanine in va-
cuum, air, and oxygen ambient follow the square law in the
SCL region. They showed that the diffusion of gas (air,
oxygen and hydrogen) into the crystals introduces additional
trapping levels and determined the trapping levels by measu-
ring the temperature dependence of SCLC and ohmic current
and by plotting lnJ against l/T which yields a straight line
with slope Et/k to be about 0.38, 0.82 and 0.35 eV, in
vacuum, oxygen and hydrogen ambient, respectively. In addi-
tion, Barbe and Westgate (1970) also showed that the thick-
ness dependence of SCL and ohmic currents in ,-phthalocya-
nine in vacuum and in air at T=300 °K agrees with the theo-
ry.
For deep traps, Henderson et al. (1969, 1972) observed
I-V characteristics of the neutron-irradiated silicon fol-
lows the Ohmic's law at low applied field, then follow the
trap-free square law just after the trap-filled-limit has
reached, at which the current rapidly increased. Mycielski
et al. found that deep traps exist in amorphous Ge-Se-Ga
thin films analysed by the method proposed by Manfredotti et
al (1976).
(2) Distributed (Non-Discrete) Traps
For amorphous semiconductors, because of the disorder
and large amount of defects, a distribution of traps present
in the amorphous semiconductor is usually expected.
ambient, the I-V characteristic of -phthalocyanine in va-
Ashok et al. (1980) showed that the stainless steel a-
Si:H Palladium Schottky diode exhibits superlinear dark
forward I-v characteristics over the temperature range 30 to
130 °C. The slope of the characteristic curve decreased with
increasing temperature. The results are consistent with the
behavior for SCLC in the presence of exponentially distri¬
buted traps. The trap parameters Tt is 92 5 °K and NQ is 4 x
19 o i 9 -1
10 cm eV when pN product is assumed to be 10 cm-V-
sec. However, no trap distribution has been reaenerated.
Mackenzie et al. (1982) also studied SCLC in CD a-Si of
structure n+- n- n+ and n4'-i~n+ in which the thin n4 surface
region gave strong electron inject ion. They showed that the
current flow is controlled by localized states situated at
the quasi-Fermi level. Specimens in a thickness range from
0.7 to 2 urn satisfy the scaling law for SCLCs, confirming
that the measurements are representative of a bulk-control¬
led property. Three methods used for determining the density
of states distribution g(E) are the step by step method (Den
Boer 1981), the differential method (Nespurek and Swaorakow-
ski 1980) and exponential distribution (Mark and Helfrich
1962). The results of the investigated SCLC characteristics
agree within a factor of two and the exponential approxima¬
tion fits in well with the other distribution. The gap state
distributions determined in a range from 0.75 to 0.46 eV
below E agree with that obtained from typical field effect
measurements (Madan et al. 1976) but their magnitude lies
below the field effect results by a factor of 3 to 5 in the
above range. So, Mackenzie et al. (1 982) concluded that the
density of states in the surface region probed by the field
effect may exceed the volume density. However, the volume
state distribution deduced from SCLC measurements differs
basically in shape and magnitude from that found by D L T S
measurement (Lang et al. 1980(b), 1982). Therefore, they
argued that it is impossible to account for difference
between the distribution determined from field effect and
DLTS measurements in terms of a higher density of states in
the surface region probed in the field effect measurements
So, up to date, the controversy of the influence of surface
states on the density of gap state distribution in a- S i
s h o n 1 d narrv nn.
For disordered solids, Hwang and Kao (1976), Sussman
(1967) and Lanyon (1963) suggested that the trap distribu¬
tion showed better be described by a gaussian distribution
function rather than the expeonential distribution function.
For example, Lanyon (1963) studied correlating optical and
electrical SCLC in vitreous Se, SCLC data is fitted by a
theoretical exponential distribution of hole traps above the
valence band of the form
with Nq= 1020 cm~2eV~2 and kTt= 0.067 eV, holding at least
over the range of hole quasi-Fermi level variation from 0.69
eV E- E v 1.0 eV. He also fitted Hartke's experimental
data (1962) using the same Tt. Lanyon measured I-V characte¬
ristics on sample ranging in thickness from 2.4 to 60 pm
with platinum or tellurium electrodes. He obtained the cur¬
rant-thickness deoendence of the I-V characteristic and also
cross-checked the SCLC-derived trap distribution by optical
and absorption measurements and by the photoconductivity-
light intensity dependence Icxl1q+1). He also correlated
the derived trap distribution w i th other experimental data
on negative photoconductivity, electron bombardment conduc¬
tivity and long wavelength quenching of photoconductivity.
He pointed out that presumably an equally good fit to his
data could be provided by a gaussian distribution of traps
over the limited region of the gap explored electrically.
1.5 The Present ExDerimeni
In the past, our research group has proved that the
electrical resistivity of evaporated a-Ge deposited at room
temperature is increased by annealing at higher temperature
and begins to drop sharply when crystallization set in (Chik
and Lim 1976). Later (Chik and Fung 1977), more careful
measurements on a-Ge showed that a smaller, ambient-sensi¬
tive, pre-crystallization annealing stage is well-defined at
which the resistivity begin to drop. This has been inter¬
preted as due to regeneration of dangling bonds by oxygen
atoms during annealing at lower temperatures. A similar
behaviour in evaporated a-Si films supported by the ESR
signal showing a minumum near the onset of pre-crystalliza¬
tion stage, is also reported (Chik et a 1. 1980). It also
showed that the regenerated dangling bonds can act as
hopping centers. Quantitative analysis of experimental
results on electrical resistivity and ESR measurements
favours the conduction mechanism of hopping to nearest
neighbour between room temperature and -100 °C. A transition
from nearest neighbour hopping to variable ranges hopping
suggested by Mott and Davis (1979) and Hill and Jonscher
(1979) is not observed. In addition, films annealed just
before crystallization temperature have density of state at
Fermi level of about 3 x 1018 cm~3eV_1.
Recently, evaporated a-Si films can be successfully
post-hydrogenated using a theta-pinch plasma source (here¬
after TPH films). Unlike films produced by glow discharge,
TPH films do not exhibit the Staebler and Wronski instabili¬
ty (Staebler and Wronski 1977) and are highly stable against
heat and intense light illumination, moisture and other
atmospheric contamination and these films show good photo¬
conductivity (long et al. 1981, John et a 1. 1981, Chik et
a 1. 1983; TPH films are recently patented in U.S. A). We do
believe the presence of hydrogen plays a significant role in
the good properties. In order to understand and get more
informations about the properties of a-Si thin films, the
density of gap state distribution is now studied by the
qi nnl p rnrrpnt- i nippH nn m p t h o d.
A-Si film is evaporated on stainless steel substrates
or chromium electrode predeposited onto the glass substrate
(corning 7059). Different metals such as Al, A u and C r are
then evaporated onto the a-Si film and will serve as upper
electrodes. The temperature dependence of I-V characteris¬
tics of such sandwich structure will be measured in the
temperature range such that the extended state conduction is
expected. This temperature range can be achieved by perform-
ing dark DC conductivity from which the activation energy and
the pre-exponential factor: will serve as a reference point
for the energy scale in the gap state distribution.
Since annealing may lead to a reduction of dangling
bonds, unhydrogenated a-Si films are annealed at tempera¬
tures near the onset of pre-crystalliz tion stage at which
minimum dangling bonds indicated by the ESR signal is
achieved. Both unhydrogenated and hydrogenated films will be
investigated and compared under the same conditions of
annealing temperature, coating rate, thickness and metal
electrodes. Moreover, in order to get some informations
about the relative internal field of the different metals,
the open circuit voltage will also be measured on samples of





Part I: Some Basic Aspects of Amorphous Semiconductor
2.1 Structure of Amorphous Semiconductor
2.1.1 What is an amorphous semiconductor?
As we know that, for ideal crystalline semiconductors,
their constituent atoms are arranged in long-range order of
periodicity. In some senses, amorphous semiconductors are
in contrasted to crystalline semiconductors, are non-
crystalline. They lack long-range order, but they are not
completely disordered on the atomic scale, they exhibit a
high degree of short-range order.
The principal experimental method used for determining
the structure of these tetrahedrally co-ordinated semi-
conductors is X-ray or electron diffraction (Grigorvici
1973, 1974 Turnbull and Polk 1972). A radial distribution
function (RDF) 47Tr2 ?(r) dr can be derived from an analysis of
the angular distribution of scattered intensity. A typical
RDF of evaporated a-Si (Moss and Graczyk 1970) using elec-
tron diffraction, which is compared with that of crystalline
phases is shown in Fig. 2.1. The RDF yields the atom
density as a function of the distance from an arbitrary
chosen atom. The peaks in the RDF indicate the radius of
and the number of atoms in a given co-ordination sphere by
their position and area. The RDF shows that the basic
tetrahedral arrangement of diamond cubic structure is pre-
served, there are four (the area under the first peak)
nearest neighbours at a seperation within a few percent of
the crystalline bond 1 pnnt-h md t-woi vp npyf nprpt- npi nh-
boars at an averaqe of time that 1 pna th. The
breadth of the second peak after correction for thermal-
broadening, indicates bond-angle distributions of
(r.m.s.) off the normal tetrahedral angle of 109° 28'. How¬
ever, the loss of the third-neighbour peak present in the
crystalline RDF marks the first most striking departure from
the diamond structure.
Moveover, from the X-ray diffraction pattern, the
material may be empirically defined to be amorphous if the
pattern exhibits a few diffusion rings (halos), rather than
sharply defined Bragg rings or spots characteristic of poly-
crystalline or single crystal solid.
2.1.2 The Continuous Random Network Model for a-S:
The continuous random network model was first proposed
by Polk (1971): Starting with a core of five- and si. x-
membered rings of atoms, additional atoms were added in such
a way that the following conditions.were satisfied:
(1) there were no dangling bonds,
(2) the bond length variations were less than 1%,
(3) no tetrahedral bond angle distortion was greater than
20° of 109° bond-angle,
(4) there was a mini man of: strain.
This model fits the RDF experiments (Polk 1971) very
well (e.g. Fig. 2.2), and is accepted by many experimenters.
F i g. 2 »1 Radial distribution function (RDF) of amorphous
(evaporated) and crystalline silicon as determined
form analysis of electron diffraction data (Moss
and Graczk 1970).
ig.2.2 Comparison of RDf (histogram) of the Polk model
with the (scaled) experimental RDf of a- S i
(F i g. 2 .1). The parabola represen ts the average
density of the model, and the vertical lines and
corresponding numbers represent the position and
number of neighbours in a diamond cubic crystal¬
line structure with a bond length equal to the
average of the model (Polk 1971).
2.2 Defects in a-Si
The density of a-Si thin film was measured to have a
value ranging normally from 3 to 15% less than the cry¬
stalline density. From small angle scattering (SAS) of
electrons or X-rays experiments, Tern kin et al. (1973) esti¬
mated that the size of the spherical voids is in the range
of 3 to 250 A in diameter. And, Moss and Graczk (1969)
concluded that their a-Si films (100 A thick) contained
regions of distinctly deficient density and suggested that
these are voids. They found that a sharp decrease in SAS,
corresponding to an increase in the film density, as they
annealed their films below the crystallization temperature.
It implies that the voids tend to disappear during annea¬
ling. Therefore, they also estimated that the density of
void-free a-Si essentially equal to that of the crystalline
state„
The voids that exist in a-Si film may lead to dangling
bonds (structural defects) which are due to the unpaired
electrons. The dangling bonds form defect levels deep in
the energy gap, and play an important role in the electrical
properties of amorphous semiconductors. From the ESR exper¬
iment, Brodsky et a 1. found the unpaired spin density of
about 5+_ 3 X 10 cm (Thomas et al. 1978) for evaporated
a-Si, independent of film thickness (Brodsky et al. 1970).
This independence implies that the dangling bonds are dis¬
tributed throughout the entired film. There is one dangling
bond every 10 atomic neighboring sites. Such a bond is
expected to be very reactive. The films containing voids
associated with dangling bonds are easily contaminated
(particularly by oxygen). The defects in the bulk of the a-
Si film except on the surface are affected by air exposure
after preparation. A decrease of about 10% of the ESR
signal can be normally found after long air exposure.
Effusion of some kinds of a torns such as oxygen, hydro-
gen and fluorine, etc (Thomas et ah 1978, Ishikawa and
Wilson 1981) may lead to the creation of defects. The effect
of oxygenation, hydrogenation, etc., especially for hydroge-
nation is investigated by many experimenters (Brodsky and
Kaplan 1979, John et a 1. 1981, Chik et ah 1983, Paul et a 1.
1976). The first effective post-hydrogenation was reported
by Kaplan et al. (1978) in which films freshly deposited in
UHV were hydrogented in hydrogen glow discharge. It was
shown that the films have no observable dangling bond ESR
signal. This implies that the states in the gap due to
dangling bonds can be reduced by hydrogenation (Choo and
Tonq 1977, 1978; Moustakas 1977, Zemek 1980).
Furthermore, the different types of defects can be
induced by dopant atoms such as P and B. It is worth to
mention that in 1975, the wide-ranging control of the elec¬
tronic properties of amorphous semiconductors prepared by
glow discharge decomposition of silane, achievable by sub¬
stitutional doping was first reported by Spear and Le
Comber. An alternative approach to doping in amorphous semi¬
conductor is by ion implantation (Muller et al. 19 7 7,
Anderson et al. 1974). Since there are manv defect s t a t p s
in the band gap (for undoped semiconductor, the density of
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states g(E) at the Fermi level (Ef0) is in the order of 10
— 1— 1 17—
cm JeV for evaporated a-Si (Neudeck 1975), while 10 cm
~eV~~ for glow discharge a-Si), the compensation effect is
very strong such that it is hard for doping. Spear and Le
Comber (1976) suggested for example that a band of N sub¬
stitutional phosphorous atoms have been incorporated leading
to donor states in the band gap. Most of the ND excess
electrons condensed into empty gap states above E will
displace the Fermi level towards tne conduction band by an
amount E f. If E£ Q lie in an energy range where g (E) is
fairly constant then
where g(Ef) the density of states at Fermi level for
undoped amorphous semiconductor,
That is: the more the concentration of dopant, and the less
the g(Ef0), the more is the change in the position of Fermi
level. Therefore Spear and Le Comber concluded that the
possibility of effective doping in glow discharge a-Si is
higher than that in the evaporated or rf sputtering a-Si
unless the defect states at the Fermi level are reduced. In
the recent years, the effect of hydrogenation may reduce the
defect states to a sufficiently low level so that effective
doping now becomes possible (Paul et al. 1976).
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2.3 Band Models for Amorphous Silicon
Theorectically, the crystalline state is characterized
by a regular periodicity in the atom or ion position over
long distance. The behavior of electron in it may be des-
cribed by the Block's theorem. This theorem shows that all
states in a crystalline solid are extended, which means the
wavefunctions occupy the entired volume of the crystalline
solid, each electron having equal probabitity of being found
in the vicinity of any equivalent atom. Therefore, the
carrier mobilities are large (may be greater than 103
cm2sec-1V-1), and are limited by the scattering in a perio-
dic lattic. For weak scattering (i.e. the mean free path of
electron L is much greater than the interatomic distance a,
L/aN100), the crystal momentum vector k will be a good
quantum parameter. One electron energy function of k (E (k))
is used to discribe the system very well. The theorem leads
to the energy distribution of density of state g(E) to have
a sharp structure in the valence band and conduction band,
and a forbidden energy gap is well defined by the sharp
edges of the two bands (Fig. 2.3).
But for the amorphous solid, the situation will be
different. In the absence of long range order periodicity,
the Block's theorem can no longer be applied to the amor-
phous solid. And, usually, there are many defects (impuri-
ties, voids, etc.) existing in the long range disordered
system. These will lead to large fluctuations in the elec-
tron potential. Therefore, the scattering of electron may
be strong (i.e. the mean free path of electron may be com-
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pared with the interatomic distance, L~a) such that the
carrier mobilities is reduced to a quite small values. The
crystal momentum vector k is then not a good quantum para-
meter. E(k) is not a good function for describing the
system. Nevertheless, one can still retain the idea of g (E).
Of course, for amorphous solid, not all states are expected
to be extended. The imperfections together with disorder
lead to formation of localized states just like that in
crystalline solid.
In 1958 Anderson (1958) considered a tight-binding
approximation (interaction between nearest neighbours only)
and the potential energy function for a disordered system as
shown in Fig. 2.4 in which the depth of the wells varies
over a range Vo randomly due to impurities. Without dis-
order one expects a narrow band width B. Anderson showed
that if Vo/B is greater than a certain value, all states in
the band are localized, which means that, if one considers a
band occupied up to a limiting Fermi energy Eft then if
states with energy Ef are localized, charge transport is
impossible without thermal activation, which is needed to
allow the electron to hop from one of these states to
another------- it is so called Anderson localization.
However, Anderson only considered states near the band
center. In 1967, Mott (1967) pointed out that if a conduc-
tion band (or valence band) in a disordered material is such
that Anderson localization does not occur in the middle of a
band, states in the band tail will still be localized and a
Fig.2.3 A schematic diagram of energy distribution of





sharp energy Ec (or Ev) must spearate them from the non-
localized (extended) states (Fig. 2.3.). The quantity EC
(or EV) is called mobility edge: at the transition From
extended to localized states, the mobility may drop to
several order of magnitude and equal to zero at 0 °K. The
difference between the valence and conduction band mobility
edges in an amorphous solid act as a pseudogap that defines
a mobility gap (i.e. Ec-Ev).
Based on the concepts developed above, there are
several models describing the electronic band structure of
amorphous semiconductor as follows:
(1) Mott Cohen-Fritzsche-Ovshinsky (Mott-CFO) Model
Cohen et al. (1969) supposed that there are mobility
edges to separate the localized state from extended state
and the mobility gap is defined as the above mentioned.
Both the valence and conduction band tails of localized
states gradually decrease in the gap and overlap near the
midgap (Fig. 2.6). Those derived from the conduction band
will be neutral when unfilled, that have higher energies
than those from the valence band will be neutral when fill-
ed.. So, in the overlap region, the redistribution of the
electrons must take place forming filled states in the
conduction band tail which are negatively charged, and un-
filled states in the valence band which are positively
charged. This results in self-compensation and pinning of
the Fermi level near the midgap. But one may believe that a
ideal amorphous semiconductor in which all bonds are
saturated and in which there are no long range fluctuation
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should have a density of states as shown in Fig. 2.5 with a
true band gap. Then-the deep tails should arise only from
the gross density or bond-angles fluctuations. However,
real non-crystalline material are thought to contain imper-
fections such as impurities, or dangling bonds at point
defects or mircovoids. These imperfections may lead to
levels within the band gap, but they have not been taken
into consideration in the model. One of major objection
against this model is that amorphous semiconductors that are
transparent in the visible or infrared.
(2) Davis-Mott Model
Davis and Mott (1970) proposed a band model as shown in
Fig. 2.7. The mobility edges for electron and hole again
lie at Ec and Ev, respectively. The tails of localized
states originating from the lack of long rang order should
be rather narrow and should extend a few tenths of eV into
mobility gap defined by (Ec-Ev). Near the midgap, a band of
deep acceptors is partially occupied by electrons origina-
tion from a weaker band of donors (or the role of donors and
acceptors is reversed), which pin the Fermi level. Mott
(1972) also suggested that if the localized states near the
midgap arose from the defects such as dangling bonds, the
center band may be split into a deep donor (Ey) and an
acceptor (EX) separated by an appropriate correlation energy
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(a) The density of states with a partially compensated
band of defect levels.
(b) The density of states with overlapping bands of




In many materials, local variations in density and com-
position may undoubtedly occur and these will cause a spa-
tial variation or so called elastic fluctuations" in the
band gap (Fig. 2.8a). In addition fluctuations of an elec-
trostatic" nature (Fig. 2.8b) may also be present if there
are spatial variation in charge density. For example, many
evaporated a-Si are known to contain voids and if any of
these remain charged (after recontruction of unsatisfied
orbitals) such potential fluctuations will result. If the
scale of these fluctuations in space is such that tunneling
between neighbouring wells can be neglected, then, for,
electrical transport by carriers in conduction and valence
band, a classical percolation treatment, rather than one
based on mobility edge, may be more appropriate. Fr i tzsche
(1971, 1974) based on such long-range fluctuation proposed a
model (Fig. 2.9) that the short-range fluctuations as well
as variations shift the valence and conduction band states
in opposite direction (not shown in Fig. 2.9). Electrons
and holes move in different percolation channels. There are
percolation thresholds Ec and Ev which mean that for ener-
gies EEc (or EEv), electrons (or holes) are thus confined
to various regions in the volume. At a certain critical
energy Ec (or Ev) the probability for finding a continuous
path extending throughout the material becomes finite. The
probability for continuous channels increases rapidly for
EEc (or EEv). Localized states and channel states near Ec







the mobility edges of the Mott-CFO model at 0 OK. Eo in
Fig. 2.9 corresponds. to an average optical gap, but have no
direct relationship with mobility gap Ev-Ec. The distri-
bution of localized states between Ec and Ev is not necessa-
rily smooth and monotonic and the minima in the conduction
band edge lie below the maxima in the valence band such that
the Fermi level is pinned near the midgap as shown in Fig.
2.9.
(4) Adler Model
There is a great deal of experimental evidence for the
existence of large concentrations of spinless defects in a--
Si films. The observed spin density is almost always sever-
al orders of magnitude lower than the density of localized
states in the gap (Spear 1974). Since 1975, Anderson (1975)
proposed that localized states in the gap of amorphous
semiconductors are characterized by a negative effective
correlation energy Ueff (negative Hubbard U), and this
results in the pinning of Fermi level without introducing
single-occupied paramagnetic centers. Mott, Davis, and
Street (MDS) (1975) suggested that this negative Hubbard U
arises from a single defect center in chalcogenide glasses.
Kastner, Adler, and Fritzsche (KAF) (1976) made the nature
of these defects precise by introducing the concept of a
valence-alternation pair (VAP). A VAP is a positively
charged overcoordinated atom and a negatively charged under-
coordinated atom. However, Alder (1978) proposed that VAP
can be present in amorphous chalcogenide but not in tetrahe-
drally coordinated amorphous semiconductor because four is
the maximum possible covalent coordination using s and p
orbitals only. Crude estimates in zeroth-order (Adler 1978,
1980) suggest that there are several defects in the gap,
some of them are spinless and do not contribute to ESR







where the subscript gives the coordination number and the
superscript the charge state. The lowest energy neutral
defects in a-Si films are dangling bond T° and the doubly
coordinated Si center T 2°} while the T20 center has lower
energy than the T0 and is spinless defect. T2 centers have
a positive U e, but the sign of -Ueff for T3 centers is
still in doubt. T2 centers do not pin the Fermi level but T
centers may well do so in a-Si. If this is the case.
pairs form in the material. Either a T+ center or a T~
center has all of its spins paired in either bonding orbi¬
tals or lone pairs. Thus they are spinless defects. Another
relatively low energy charged defect pair can be
form but it is noted that this defect pair contains an
nnnp i rpH q n i n nn f-hf
center. In addition, the charged
centers would act as effective electron and hole traps
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2. 4 The Temperature nenpn nc-P of nark Donrdti vit
On the basis of the Davis-Mott band model, there are
three principal contributions to the conductivity (Mott and
Davis 1979).
(1) Conduction in Extended States
The conductivity due to electron excited above Ec into
the extended states is qiven b
where the average mobility in the extended states.
the density of states at Ec, approximately equal
to one third of the average density of states of
the band.
Boltzmann constant.
one may expect that the express for theSince
conductvity is of the form
(2.1)
where independent of temperature.
According to optical absorption measurement the band
gap decreases with increasing temperature, Therefore the
(Er,-E.F) will also depend on temperature.
Assume
the energy difference between Er and Ef atwhere E (0)
then
where
% plot of ln6 versus l/T will yield a straight line
with slope E (0) /k and intercept on 6 axis Co. In general
may lie betweenMott estimated that while
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(2) Conduction in Band Tails
Since the states in the band tail are localized, con-
duction can only occur by thermally activated hopping.
Every time an electron moves from one localized state to
another it will exchange energy with phonons. The mobility
where the activation energy for hopping. It may
vary with temperature (e.g. decrease with
decreasing temperature on account of the
variable range nature of hopping transport.
The electron can be excited into the localized states
of the band tail with the hopping energy plus the activation
energy EA-E f. The conductivity is
The principal temperature dependence is through the carrier
activation term exp[-(EA-Ef)/kT], so an approximately linear
dependence of lnb versus l/T is again expected.
An estimate of 61 is not easy to make but it is expect-
ed to several decades smaller than 6o because of a lower
mobility and a lower effective density of states near EA
compared with Ec.
(3) Conduction in Localized States near the Fermi Level
I f the density of states at E f is finite, then there
will be a contribution from carriers near E f which can hop
between localized states via phonon assisted tunneling pro-
cess. This kind of transport is analogous to impurity con-
duction in heavily doped crystalline semiconductor. The
conductivity should be of the form
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where
hopping energy, of the order of half the width of
the band of states if the form of density of
states is as shown in Fig. 2.7a.
At temperature such that kT is less than the bandwidth
or if g(E) is as shown in Fig. 2.6 or Fig. 2.7b, hopping
will not be between nearest neighbours and variable range
hopping of the form
with
the coefficient of exponential decay of localized
is to be expected, at a temperature sufficiently low for
g(Ef) to be considered constant over an energy range of the
order of kT. It is because at sufficiently low temperture
the number and energy of phonons decrease, and the more
energetic phonon-assisted hops become progressively less
favourable. Carriers tend to hop over more greater distance
in order to find sites which are energetically closer than
thenearest neighbour sites.
From the above discussion, it can then be seen that in
amorphous semiconductors, the conductivity is not expected
to exhibit a constant activation energy over the whole
temperature range. The plot of lno versus l/T is as shown
in Fig. 2.10. If the density of defect states is high, then
process (2) may not be dominant in any temperature range and







Fig. 2.10 A schematic diagram of ln6 vs l/T based on Mott-
Davis model.
At high temperature, conduction in extended states
is predominated, the activation energy is (Ec-Ef)
(for electron).
At moderate temperature, conduction in band tails
is predominated, the activation energy is (EA-Ef-
Wl).
At low temperature, conduction in localized states
near the Fermi level is predominated, the activa-
tion energy of nearest neighbours hoppiong is W2.
At lower tempertature, variable range hopping T-
1/4 is expected.
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Part II: Current Injection in Solids
2.5 Metal-Semiconductor Contacts
When a metal and an intrinsic semiconductor (or insula-
tor) with work function 0m and 0, respectively, are brought
into contact, a redistribution of charge occurs. The charge
exchange can take place not only of direct contact between
the metal and the semiconductor but via thermionic emission.
Finally, a new equilibrum condition is reached in which the
Fermi level is the same in the metal, the interface and the
semiconductor. Thus, the semiconductor may have space
charges o (x) near the boundary surface within a screening
length. defining the space charge region. From the Possion
equation
where£= the dielectric permittivity.
the energy bands are shifted by -eV(x) (for electron) in the
space charge region and it is so called band bending.
Usually, there are three kinds of metal- semiconductor
contacts described as follows:
(1) Neutral Contacts
The word "neutral" implies that the regions adjacent to
the contact on both side are neutral electrically. To
satisfy the condition of electrical neutrality, no space
charge will exist and no bend bending will be present within
the semiconductor, so that the conduction and valence band
edges remains flat out to the metal interface. The examples
for neutral contacts are shown in Fig. 2.11.
Fig.2.11 Energy level diagram for a neutral contact between
a metal and an intrinsic semiconductor (or insula¬
tor).
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(i) In Fig. 2.lla, because of 0m= 0, there is no net
charge flow, and hence no space charges form near the
interface.
(ii) When 0m' 0 at low temperatures or with sufficiently
shallow trap (an electron trap lying above Fermi level)
or deep trap (an electron trap lying below Fermi level)
in wide band gap semiconductors (Simmons 1971 (a) and
(b)), the contact can be neutral because the trapped
space charge in the traps will be too small to cause
significant band bending as shown in Fig. 2.11b and c.
A neutral contact may be defined as one at which the
carrier concentration at the contact is equal to that
in the bulk of the semiconductor.
Under a bias voltage V, the maximum current J that can
be drawn from a neutral contact is the thermionic emission
from the metal over the potential barrier into the semicon-
ductor (Fig. 2olla), and is of the form




When the maximum thermionic emission current J equals to the
random current from the semiconductor to metal, the thermi-




where v= thermal velocity
saturating applied field
At EEs, the current drawn through the semiconductor is less
than that available from the metal (cathode) and the contact
is ohmic. But for E>Es, the thermionic emission current is
no longer capable of replacing those drawn out the anode and
the electrons are heated by the field and their mobility
changes. Thus, the contact ceases to be ohmic and tends to
become blocking, hence the conduction becomes electrode
limited.
(2) Blocking Contacts
I f ignoring the effect of surface states, one may
obtain an electron-blocking contact when OmO or a hole-
blocking contact when Q.mo (Fig. 2.12). A blocking contact
is one whose emission current (via either thermionic or
tunneling process) is saturated. Increasing the electric
field near the contact does not lead to an increase in
current from the contact. Such a contact is sometimes refer-
red to as a rectifying contact because under forward bias
electrons can flow easily from the semiconductor to the
metal, while under reverse bias the current from the metal
is limited by the electrons available over the Schottky
barrier, the density of which is much smaller than that in
the bulk of the semiconductor. So a blocking contact can be
defined by a depletion layer. flooded by minority carrier in
the semiconductor near the boundary surface.
Fig. 2.12 Energy level diagram for a blocking contact
between a metal and an instrinsic semiconductor
(or insulator)
Based on Mott-CFO or Mott-Davis model, one may obtain
the depletion layer X for amorphous semiconductor of the
form (Fritzsche 1973. 1974: Moft and Davis 1979)
W7ho y a half width of the humo at Fermi level
the density of states at Fermi level
Let g(Ef) be in the order of from and
b be 0.025 eV then X lie between 300 to 600 A for tetrahed-
ral amorohous semiconductor.
At sufficient high field, the current from the neutral
or blocking contact to the semiconductor may flow via either
thermionic emission or tunneling process (Simmons 1971(c)).
For thermionic emission process, the current density
Where A the Richardson constant.
the barrier height
where Eb(0)= the original barrier height without bias.
When the applied field is increased, the barrier will become
lower and narrower, and when the temperature is lowered, the
thermionic emission becomes rapidly smaller. The tunneling
emission through the barrier will dominate. Although details
of the expression describing tunneling emission depend on
the nature of the barrier, it has the aeneral form
where EQ contains the electron mass and the workfunction of
the electrode with respect to the semiconductor.
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(3) Ohmic Contacts
An ohmic contact (Fig. 2.13a) is defined as one which
has a negligibly small impedance as compared with the series
impedance of the bulk of the semiconductor. This implies
that the free carrier density at and in the vicinity of the
contact is very much greater than that in the bulk of the
semiconductor (e.g. thermally generated carriers in the
bulk), such that the contact may supply a reservoir of
carriers freely available to enter the semiconductor as
needed. So an ohmic contact is also called injecting contact
and can also be defined as one which creates an accumulation
layer a flooded by majority carriers in the semiconductor
near the interface, for amorphous semiconductor the accumu-
lation layer is given by the same form as Equ. 2.2.
There are several ways of making ohmic contacts:
(a) The barrier height of blocking contact is reduced to
such an extent that the thermionic emission is large
enough to give the required contact impedance which is
smaller than that of the bulk. For example, for metal-
intrinsic semiconductor contact, one may choose omo
for electron injection, or Qmo for hole injection.
(b) The depletion layer of blocking contact is reduced to
so thin that only a negliglibe voltage drops across the
contact in order to provide the necessary tunneling
current and the contacts can then be regarded as
quasi-ohmic. For example, one may make a metallic
point contact which is sharp enough, so that the
electric field intensity close to the point will be
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high enough to promote injection through tunneling even
at relatively small applied voltage. One may also make
a thin heavily doped layer of the semiconductor at the
interface to obtain an enough injecting current through
tunneling.
(c) To make a semitransparent metal contact and the contact
is under illumination of an intense beam of strongly
absorbed light with energy being larger than the energy
gap such that a reservoir of free carriers is created
in the semiconductor near the surface.
(d) Before a metal and a semiconductor are brought into
contact, the surface of semiconductor has been disturb-
ed. This may cause strong potential fluctuations in the
plane of the contact permitting charge carriers to pass
the barrier at certain spots, so that the contact
impedance is reduced very much.
By the definition of ohmic contacts, it is noted that a
neutral contact acts like ohmic contact only in the sense of
yielding Ohm's law within the range of its saturated emis-
sion, and it does not have a reservoir of carriers. Further-
more, in general, the conduction is ohmic (current (I)-
voltage (V) relationship being linear) at low field if the
metal does not inject excess carriers (more than the ther-
mally generated carriers in.the semiconductor), and becomes
non-ohmic (I-V relationship becoming non-linear) when the
carrier injection from the electrode or the space charge
effect becomes predominant.
Fig.2.13 Energy level diagrams for. an ohmic contact between
a metal and an intrinsic semiconductor (or an
insulator)
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2. G Space-Charqe-Limited Current (SCLC)
Consider electrons are injected into an insulator from
an ohmic contact. A net negative space charge will be pro-
duced in the insulator. Since the injected space charge
density decreases with increasing distance from the inter-
face (x=0) and reaches the value equal to the thermally
generated in the bulk of the insulator at x= a defining an
accumulation layer (Fig. 2.13(b)), the internal field
created by this accumulated space charge will therefore
decrease with increasing distance. With a voltage bias, on
the side of cathode, negative space charges are increased
and redistributed such that the applied field will be equal
and opposite to the internal field at x=Xac where the
product of diffusion field and the charge carrier density is
equal to the product of applied field and the charge carrier
density in the bulk of the insulator (Rose 1963). So at
x= ac the resultant field is zero and it is called virtual
cathode, while at x< ac the internal repulsive field will
tend to send the electrons back except those electrons which
overcome the internal field, and so one may assume that the
electrons are released without initial velocity at x=ac.
This free component of space charge existing in the insula-
tor conducts current and is called space-charge-limited
current. Since the SCLC are controlled by the bulk very
much, the conduction is therefore bulk limited.
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2.7 One Carrier (Planar) Current Injection in Insulators
Once the insulator is provided with a carrier injecting
metal contact on the one side and a carrier-collecting metal
contact on the other side, and a voltage is applied between
these contacts, then space-charge-limited current occurs. If
one type of carriers is only injected from the injecting
contact and the same type of carriers is only collected by
the collecting contact i.e. only one type of carriers is
flowing in the insulator, then it is a single injection
space-charge-limited flow. But if the cathode acts as an
electron-injecting contact and also acts as a hole-
collecting contact while the anode acts as an electron-
collecting contact and also act as a hole-injecting contact
i.e. two type of carriers are flowing in the insulator, then
it will be double injection space-charge-limited flow. For
simplicity, here only single planar injection is taken into
consideration. To obtain single injection, there are two
suggested structures of the system:
(a) The structure of n+-i-n+ for electron injection only or
p+-i-p+ for hole injection only, where n+ and p+ are
heavily n-doped and heavily p-doped, respectively, and
i is the insulator. Because of the heavily doped layer,
only one type of carrier is allowed to flow in the
insulator (Den Boer 1981, Mackenzie et al. 1982).
(b) A structure of making an ohmic contact on one side of
semiconductor while a blocking contact on the other
side of the semiconductor but for this case the voltage
of the I-V characteristic should be corrected for the
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built-in voltage (Wright 1961, Ashok et al. 1980).
A very comprehensive account of the single current
injection in insulators has been given by Lampert and Mark
(1970), Lampert and Schilling (1970), Van Der Ziel (1979)
and Kao and Hwang (1981). In the following discussions about
the different cases for the traps in insulators, several
assumptions have been made.
(a) The energy band model can be used to treat the behavior
of the injected carrier.
(b) There is no electrode limitation to the current.
(c) The mobility of the free carrier is independent of
electric field and not affected by the presence of
traps.
(d) The free carrier density follows the Maxwell-Boltzmann
statistics, while the trapped carrier density follows
the Fermi-Dirac statistics.
(e) The cathode is taken to be electron-injecting contact
at the plane x=0 and the anode-is taken to be electron-
collecting contact at the plane x=L, the thickness of
the insulator.
(f) At low field, the thermally generated current is
prodominating but at high field the current components
due to diffusion and due to the carriers thermally
generated in the insulator can be neglected.
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2.7.1 The Trap-Free Case
The first theorectical study of SCLC was made by Mott
and Gurney (1940). They core i ined their studies on trap- free
insulators only.
At low applied Eield (V/L), the thermally generated
free electron density no is predominant i.e. nino, one may
expect that Ohm's law follows
(2.2
At higher field, if injected excess free electrons is predo-
minant i .e.
(2.3)
It is so called trap-free square law or Mott and Gurney
equation.
Equating (2.2) and (2.3), one may obtain the crossover
voltage VX from the ohm's law to trap-free square law i.e.
at which the onset of SCL conduction takes place
(2.4)
By rearranging (2.4) in the form
then
where
,the electron transit time between cathode
and anode at V.
,the dielectric (or ohmic relaxation
time)
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This equality confirms a logical expression that thhe
injected excess electron will dominate the thermally
generated electrons when the transit time is too short for
their charge to be relaxed by thermally generated carriers
(Fig. 2.14) (Rose 1963, Lampert and Mark 1970).
transit time, tt





Fig.2.14 Variation of transit time and dielectdric relaxa-
tion time with applied voltage (trap-free insula-
tor).
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2.7.2 Cases for Single or Multiple Discrete Traps
(1) Shallow Traps (electron traps lying above the Eermi
level)
Since (2.3) predicts that SCLC is proportional to Vz
and inversely proportional to L3. Both of these predictions
have been confirmed by experiments. However, (2.4) predicts
currents much higher than that observed in practice, and
also that the current is temperature insensitive which is
also contrary to observation. These disagreements resulted
from the fact that traps exist in the insulators and hence
departure from the simple trap-free theory is expected.
The first study of SCLC in insulators with traps was
made by Rose (1955). He pointed that when the insulator
contains traps, a large fraction of the injected space
charge condenses into the traps. Thus only a fraction of
charge drawn into the insulator by the applied field is
available to conduct current. The ratio 9 of free to trapped
charge in an insulator with shallow traps is
25
Nc = the effective density of conduction band states
where
with kT at Ec.
Nt = the density of electron traps at Et
degeneracy factor for traps.g
The ratio A is independent of injecting level V so long
as the traps remain shallow if 9l (usually, it is true),
the current will then decrease to
(2.6
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and Vl is increased to
(2.7
(2.8)Since
thermal equilibrium Fermi level.where Efo
Substitute (2.5) and (2.8) into (2.7)
This equation indicates that the onset of SCLC shifts
to higher voltage as temperature is increased, as the trap
is closer to Efo, or as the concentration of trap is higher.
The plot of lnV vs l/T will yield a straight line. The
location of traps above Efo and the trap concentration at Et
will be obtained from the slope and the intersection with
lnVX, respectively.
Since the free electron density is changed by injection
from its thermal equilibrium value no to a new value n, then
in the steady state (i.e. when the trapping and detrapping
process reach a quasi-thermal equilibrium on a time scale
long compared to the microscopic time) then the population
nt of electron traps will be in quasi-thermal equilibrium
with n. Total density of injected electrons becomes n+nt='nt,




Here we have assumed that only only a single set of
trap level is effective in influencing the current. If there
are several sets of shallow trap levels, the set with the
smallest 0 dominates the SCLC and appears in (2.6) and
(2.9).
(2) Deep Traps (electron traps lying below the Fermi level)
(i) Consider Et>Efo, i.e. the traps remaining shallow
before injection. The SCLC follows the shallow-trap square
law as the injected electron exceeds the thermally generated
electron at moderate field. Since the injected electrons are
increased with increasing applied voltage, the quasi-Fermi
level is continuously moved up to approach the conduction
band (i.e. the traps are continuously filled up). Finally,
most traps are filled up and become saturated at a threhold
voltage, the trap-filled-limited (TFL) voltage VTFL. If the
voltage is further increased, the subsequently injected
electron will be free to move in the insulator and the
current is rapidly increased by a factor of 1/0. The current
flow changes over from shallow-trap square law to trap free
square law (Fig. 1.3). The TFL voltage is
(ii) Consider a single set of traps remaining deep before
injection (Et<Efo). In thermal equilibrium, the density of
unfilled electron traps Pto is
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Of course, the Ohm's law follow as n0ni, Increasing the
injecting level, the traps becomes finally filled at VTFL
At this voltage, the current flow begins to change from
ohmic to trap-free SCL conduction.
Lampert and Mark (1970) estimated that as the voltage
is further increased to 2VTFL the current is increased by
many order of factor of Pto/no. The deeper the trap level,
the smaller is the VTFL and finally, the smaller is P to/nom
When the traps are so deep that PtoNno the trap can be







t2V TFL 2V' TFL V
V'
TFL TFL
Fig.2.15 Schematic log-log plot of J-V characteristic for
an insulator with deep traps wherE
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2.7.3 Cases for Non-Discrete Trap Distribution
(l) Exponential
Rose (1955) has treated the case of SCL conduction in
the presence of an exponential distribution of trap
described by
where
a characteristic temperature of the trap distri
bution.
then the current is or the rorm (MarK ana riel ricn ijoz)
where q
the crossover voltage from ohmic to SCLC conduction
(Kao and Hwang 1981
The crossover voltage from the trapped SCLC to trap
free SCLC is
(Kao and Hwang 1981
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I t is noted that the (q+ l) -power dependence of J on V
depends on temperature. The higher the tempe -ratur_e, the
smaller the q, the smaller is the power factor and if TtT,
increasing the applied voltage, the current increase is
steeper than that of the discrete trap case.
(2) Gaussian
Bonham (1973) and Hwang and Kao (1976) suggested a
gaussian trap distribution of the form
whPrP electron trapping energy level with a maximum
trap density.




The current has the same form as shallow-trap square
law except that 9 is replaced by 9, and as dt--O, this
Case will approach to the case for shallow discrete traps.
For deep traps, the current is of the form
where









This type of trap distribution has been investigated by
Rose (1955), Muller (1963), Kao and Hwang (1981).
Consider the uniform trap distribution
where U is Heariside step function
and
where El and Eu are the lower and upper limit of the narrow
band' of trap.
Then, the SCLC (Kao and Hwang 1981)
The crossover voltage with Ohm's law and the trap-free
square law, are, respectively
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(Muller 1963)
It is noted that in the above discuss ions, the trap
distribution is assumed to be uniform spatially. For non-
uniform trap distribution, L is no longer true thickness of
insulator and should be replaced by an effective thickness
(Kao and Hwang 1981).
2.7.4 The Scalinq Rule
Lampert and Mark (1970), Roberts (1973) ad Murgatroyd
(1973) showed that there is a general scaling rule for one
carrier SCL conduction in any material with any trap
distributions expressed in the form
This equation is universally valid if the mobility
field independent and the diffusion is neglected.
2.7.5 Evaluation of Trap Distribution
From the above discussions (section 2.7.1-2.7.4) one
may note that the study of SCLC is of greate important in
obtaining information concerning the defect structure of
insulators such as the concentrations and the depths of
traps and the energy distribution of traps. The parameters
characterzing traps are extracted by fitting experimental
curve to those derived from the theory assuming various
typical distribution of traps. Such a procedure is rather
arbitrary because it requires a priori assumptions
concerning the -traps and the energy distributions are not
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expected to be exactly those assuiu d by theory. This facts
makes this type of analysis difficult in many cases and
ambiguous. Therefore, Pfister (1974), Manfredtti et al.
(1976). Nespurek and Sworakowski (1979), and Den Boer (1981)
introduced different techniques of analysing experimental
curves, which lead directly to the trap distribution without
the above assumptions. Here, two methods are introduced as
follows:
(1) The Step by Step Method
This method was adopted by Den Boer (1981).
In thermal equilibrium,
concentration of filled electron trans
the Fermi level
As the voltage is applied,
the quasi-Fermi level
free carrier density
concentration of filled traps
Assuming that N..(E) trap distribution is continuous
(2.10a
the injected charge is uniformly distribution across the
insulator and the electric field is contant such that E=V/L
throughout the insulator, then the injected charge per unit
area can be expressed approximately in terms of capacitance
as
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where the factor K lying between 1 and 2 accounts for the
non-uniformity of the internal space field. If most of the





Consider two point (Vl; Jl) and (V2, J2) on the measued J-V
curve. When the voltage is increased from V 1 to V2 the
filled trap is increased and the increased filled traps are
(2.13)
(2.14)From (2.10) one gets
where Na= the average trap density between Efn2 and Efnl
Put (2.13) into (2.14)
(2.15)
from (2.11) and (p2.12) it is easy to show that
(2.16)
So, Na can be traced out by applying (2.15) and (2.16) in a
step by step process.
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(2) The Differential Method
This method was introduced by Nespurek and Sworakowski
(1980(a), (b)).




and here E has been taken to be zero for
convenience,
First take logarithm on (2.17a) then differentiate it with
respect to lnV
(2.18)
Put dlnj/dlnV= m, so m is the slope of the J-V curve in the
loq-loq plot at
Rewrite (2.18) then (2.19)
From (2.10a (2.20)
From (2. lob) (2.21)
Equating (2.20) and (2.21), then
Hence
(2.22)
Therefore, once a J-V curve in log-log plot is obtained, one
may evaluate the trap distribution from continuously




3.1 Sample Preparation and Sample Treatment
Samples are prepared in the sandwich cell configuration
as shown in Fig. 3.1.
Amorphous silicon is evaporated onto stainless steel
substrates or on metal electrodes oredeposited onto glass
substrates (Corning 7059). Top metal electrodes are then
deposited onto the a-Si thin film. The effective cross
section of the cell is 3 mm2, while the thickness is 0.5 to
1 um. The details of sample preparation are described in
the following.
3.1.1 Polishing
The stainless steel substrates of area 0.7 x 1.2 cm2
and thickness 0.05 cm are made by the workshop in C.U.H.K..
The surface of the substrates is then electropolished (Fig.
3.2). The composition of the polishing bath is as follows:
(a) 77% (by volume) acetic acid (conc.: 99%)
(b) 23% (by volume) perchloric acid (conc.: 60-70%)
Polishing proceeded as follows:
(1) A stainless steel substrate is immersed in the polish-
ing bath at room temperature and used as an anode, and
another large stainless steel substrate (3 x 10
cm2) is used as cathode.
(2) The applied voltage is set at 18 to 19 V, while the
current is from 1 to 1.5 A. The time for polishing













a stainless sample substrate
steel electrode
-polishing bath
Fig.3.2 A schematic diagram for polishing.
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It should be noted that the whole surface of the stain-
less steel sui)strato to be polished should face to the
cathode during polishing. The bath solution and the
substrates are continuously stirred throughout the
whole process of polishing. When the solution becomes
dark-green, the voltage drops to 16 V and the current
becomes larger than 2 A, and the solution should be
replaced by a fresh one.
(3) The stainless steel substrate is then finally rinsed
with much distilled water.
The polished surface of the stainless steel substrate
are examined under a mircoscope for quality control.
3.1.2 Substrate Cleaning
Before evaporation, both stainless steel and glass
(Corning 7059) substrates are cleaned as described in the
following:
(1) The substrates are put and fixed in a saw-like mount in
order to prevent the substrates from overlapping and
scratching with each other.
(2) The substrates are agitated in a detergent solution
(Decon 90, 5-10% in conc.) by an ultrasonic cleaner for
10 minutes at room temperature and 5 minutes at about
60 °C.
(3) The substrates are rinsed with much distilled water and
agitated in distilled water for 3 minutes. This step
is repeated twice.
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(4) The substrates are cleaned with absolute alcohol at
about 78 °C in the ultransonic cleaner for 15 minutes.
(5) For further degreasing, the substrates are then put
into a container full of isopropyl alcohol vapour at
about 83 °C for 25 minutes.
(6) For degassing, the substrates are finally annealed at
260 °C for 30 minutes in an oven.
After cleaning, the substrates are loaded into the
deposition vacuum chamber immediately.
3.1.3 Thin Film Deposition
3.1.3.1 The Vacuum Systems
Two vacuum systems are used in our experiments.
(A) Edwards Vacuum System
This vacuum system is both used for metal electrode
evaporation and for I-V characteristic measurement.
(1) The vacuum system contains a two-stage, direct drive
rotary pump (model EDM 12 with gas ballast, flow rate 0
to 10 1/min and with pumping-speed 700 1/min) and an
oil diffusion pump (model 'Diffstak' R 160/700 M, with
pumping speed 700 1/s),, so that the pressure inside the
bell jar can be down to about 5 x 10-7 torr.
(2) There is a power supply having power about 360 W, so
that it is enough for evaporation of some common metals
such as Al, Ag, Au, Cr and In etc..
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In our exper iinents, evaporation sources are tungsten
boat (code 482 002, supplied by Ral zers) and tungsten
wire. Evaporants are Cr, Al, Ag, Au, and In with more
than 99.99% in purity. The substrates are placed about
12 cm away from the evaporation source.
(B) BA 510 Automatic Balzer Vacuum System
This vacuum system is used for a-Si thin film evapora-
tion and are egquioed as follows:
(1) The bell jar and the baseplate can be warmed during
degassing or cooled during evaporation.
(2) The vacuum chamber can be pumped down to 10- I tor r by
means of the oil diffusion pump (DIFF 1900 with pumping
speed 1800 1/s) and the two-stage rotary pump (with gas
ballast DUO 35 and with pumping speed 35 m3/h).
(3) Glow discharge can be produced inside the vacuum cham-
ber to improve the vacuum pressure.
(4) Good a-Si thin film can be prepared by means of an
electron beam evaporation equipment EVR 3 (nominal
power 3 kW).
(5) Both a crystal holder QSK 111 and a substrate holder
can be arranged about 21 cm away from the evaporation
source such that the radiation effect to the crystal
holder is very small.
(6) A ratemeter QRG 201 and a quartz crystal thin film
monitor QSG 201 are used to monitor the coating rate
during evaporation and the thickness of a-Si thin film.
The instrument has a sensitivity of 1.12 Hz/A for
measuring the thickness of the a-Si thin film.
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The thickness of the thin film (t) is given by
t F/ S
where F the frequency read from the monitor
S the sensitivity for Si
The thickness of the a-Si thin film is independently
checked by an interference method (Fiq. 3.3).
An interference pattern is obtained from the beams of
sodium light reflected from the wedge-like structure (Fig.
3.3 a). Bright fringes corresponding to constructive inter-
ference are observed at positions (y) such that 2y/ = n
where n is any integer
the wavelength of sodium light.
When the telescope is scanned along the boundary of the
deposited film, the fringes are seen to have displaced as
shown in Fig. 3.3b. The thickness of the film is given by
where d the fringe shift
D the fringe separation
Hence, by measuring the fringe shift and the fringe separa-
tion with a travelling microscope, the thickness of the film
can be found.
It is found in our experiments that the thickness
determined by the interference method differs from that
obtained from the frequency meter of the quartz crystal thin
film monitor by + 10% only. Hence, the thickness of the a-Si
thin films is hereafter directly obtained from the frequency














Fig.3.3 An interference method for thickness measurement.
(a) The schematic diagram of the set-up.
(b) The observed fringes.
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3.1.3.2 Preparation of Metal Electrodes
The resistive heating technique is used.
(1) The substrates and the evaporant such as Ag, Al, Au,
Cr, etc. are loaded in the vacuum chamber with the
shutter closed.
(2) The vacuum chamber is pumped down to a pressure
below 8 x 10-7 torn. Then it is ready for metal evapo-
ration.
(3) In order to degas both the material (i.e. evaporant)
and the tungsten boat (i.e. evaporation source), the
current is slowly increased such that the temperature
of the tungsten boat is kept below the melting point of
the material. Of course, during degassing, the shutter
is also kept closed, and the pressure rises inside the
vacuum chamber. The degassing is continued until the
vacuum pressure has improved.
(4) The temperature of the tungsten boat is then increased
by increasing the current slowly to melt the material.
After melting has completed, the temperature of tung-
sten boat is quickly increased to the desired value,
and the shutter is opened at once. Hence, the deposi-
tion begins.
It is noted that the substrate temperature will rise
slowly during deposition. But for the short deposition
time (below 1 min for Al, Ag, Au and In, 10 min for Cr)
in our experiments, the substrate temperature is
expected to remain at room temperature. It is also
noted that for fixed distance between the substrates
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and the evaporation source, the thickness of the depo-
sited film is mainly dependent on the quantity of the
material and the deposition time, i.e. the smaller
quantity and less deposition time, thinner films are
obtained.
(5) After the desired film thickness has been reached, the
shutter is then closed, and then the current supply is
also turned off. The films are taken out and stored in
a desiccator. They are ready for another fabrication
or experiments.
The film thickness is measured by the interference
method as mentioned above. In our experiments, metal elec-
trodes are several thousands of Angstrom thick, while the
transparant top electrodes are several hundreds of Angstrom
thick.
3.1.3.3 Preparation of a-Si Thin Film
The electron beam evaporation technique is used: For
the BA 510 Automatic Balzers vacuum system, the electron
beam is produced in a ring-shape filament (cathode, supplied
by Balzers). The electrons are accelerated and conducted
through the electric field between the cathode and the
earthed crucible (anode) so that they are focussed on the
evaporant (here Si powder, supplied by Bal zers, with 99.999%
in purity) as a concentric' beam with minium dispersion
losses. The focusing and the number of electrons can be
adjusted by the filament temperature and the high tension so
that high kinetic energy which results from the acceleration
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is obtained and transmitted to the material. The tempera-
ture in excess of 3000 °C can be attained to melt the
material. Since the surroundings near the Filament and the
copper crucible are water-cooled at about 10 °C, during
melting and evaporation, the Si powder has no interaction
with the crucible walls, avoiding any contamination except
gas contamination. High purity Si films can thus be
prepared.
The evaporation procedure is very similar to the section
3.1.3.2:
(1) The substrates loaded on a mask are put on the sub-
strate holder. The crucible is filled with Si powder
to about 2/3 of its volume. The shutter is in close
position.
(2) The vacuum chamber is pumped down. For degassing, the
bell jar is warmed at about 45 °C for 30 minutes or
until vacuum pressure reaches about 5 x 10-6 torr.
Then to improve vacuum pressure, the bell jar is cooled
at about 10 °C and the cold trap is filled with liquid
nitrogen.
(3) When the vacuum pressure is about 3 x 10-7 torr, it is
ready for Si evaporation.
(4) The high tension of the electron gun is increased
slowly for degassing. At about 300 W, the Si begins to
melt while the melting is complete at about 600 W. The
shutter is then opened by hand. Evaporation begins.
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(5) During evaporation, the high tension is frequently
adjusted to maintain the desired coating rate. After
the film thickness has reached the desired value, the
shutter is closed. The coating rate and the film thick-
ness are recorded from the ratemeter and the monitor,
respectively. The films are taken out for storage in a
desiccator.
In our experiments, the coating rate ranges from 1 to 5
A/s and the f ilm thickness is from 0.5 to 1 um.
3.1.4 Annealing
Just after a-Si film evaporation, the films are anneal-
ed immediately (Poon 1978). The annealing set-up (Fig. 3.4)
is described as follows:
(1) The temperature of a Silicon Carbide Tube Furnace (Type
ROS 4/30, Heraeus, Germany) for annealing can reach
above the crystallization temperature of a-Si (about
670 °C), and its temperature may be controlled to+ 2
°C by Electronic Two-position controller (with PID-
Feedback for connection to thermocouple or other mV
Pick-ups, Model Bitric T2, Hartmann and Braun, Germany)
in our experiments
(2) A continuous flow of pure dry nitrogen which is
further purified by passing it over copper gauze at 700
°C, can be maintained inside the sample holder tube, so
that aneal-ing may be carried out in very pure dry N2















Fiq.3.4 A schematic diagram of the set-up for annealing.
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The annealing procedure is described as follows:
(1) The furnace is heated at a value 20 °C above the de-
sired value and the oven with copper gauze container is
heated to about 700 °C.
(2) The samples are loaded into the sample holder tube
The pressure of N2 gas in the tube is regulated slight-
ly larger than the atmosphere pressure to prevent air
entering the tube.
(3) When the tube is full of N2, a cap is screwed onto it,
Meanwhile, the furnace reaches the preset temperature
which is being controlled by the temperature control-
ler, the tube is loaded into the central part of the
silicon carbide tube of the furnace. Since the furnace
takes about 9 minutes for the samples to reach the
desired value before the occurence of any temperature
overshooting, there is enough time to reduce the
furnace temperature back to the desired value.
(4) After the films are annealed for 30 minutes measured by
a stop watch, the tube is taken out from the furnace
and is rapidly cooled to room temperature by cold air
current. Then the samples are taken out from the tube
and stored in a desiccator.
3.1.5 Hydrogenation
In order to invesitigate the effect of the hydrogena-
tion. Some evaporated a-Si films are hydrogenated by an ion
source, which is performed by Prof. B. Y. Tong et al. in the
University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada.
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A Saddle Field Fast Atom Source FAB11NWF is used as the
ion source (supplied by Ion Tech. Ltd.). The source has been
developed to produce neutral fast atom beams of the gas fed
into the source. The saddle field gas-guns are cold cathode
device which operate at lower pressure than conventional
cold cathode sources because the electrostatic saddle field
configuration induce electrons to describe long oscillatory
paths without resort to a magnetic field. The anode of the
ion source is enclosed by the cathode. The beam emerges
from the hole in the cathode and there is little spread of
the intense central beam region of 1.5 mm diameter. Materi-
al used in the construction of the source are stainless
steel Grade 321, for the anode and shield electrode assem-
blies, aluminium alloy HE30 for the case and aluminium alloy
SlA for the cathode as monitor plate. The insulators are
alumina-
A B50 Power Supply is used together with the ion
source. It is a current regulated power supply, having a
high dynamic output impedance of the order of 5 MSZgiving
the limiting characteristic required to operate gas flow
discharge devices. The maximum output current of the power
supply is 10 mA, while the maximum output voltage is 10 kV.
The output is controlled from 0.5 mA to 10 mA. The over-
current cut off is set at a nominal value of 125%.
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3.2 Current-Voltage Characteristics Measurement
3.2.1 The Circuit for I-V Characteristics Measurement
A simple circuit for I-V characteristics measurement is
shown in Fig. 3.5.
The variable voltage V applied across the sample ic,
obtained from a potentiometer made up of two variable resis-
tors (11 ohm, 6.5 A, 4.7 ohm, 10 A) connected to a regulates.
power supply (Trio, model PR-654) or a storage batter indicated by block A in Fig. 3.5. An electrometer (Keiti.1ley
640, vibrating capacitor electrometer) is used to measure V.
To increase the accuracy of measurements, the analog output
signal of the electrometer is converted into a digital
signal by a multimeter (Keithley 177). The current through
the sample I is measured directly by another -multimeter
(Keithley 177) in the current mode (Fig. 3.5a) if the resis-
tance of the sample is below the order of 1 MSZ. For higher
sample resistance in the range of the order from 10 MSS to
100 MSS, the current I is measured indirectly by measuring
the voltage across a 10 KS2 or 100 Kfl standard shunt resistor
connected in series with the sample (Fig. 3.5b). The
current I through the sample is calculated from the relation
where V the voltage across the shunt resistor
the shunt resistance
Since the input impedance of the microvoltmeter is only
10 Mfl, R should not be higher than 1 Mme, The contact resis-
tance is not taken into consideration IF the contact is
ohmic. Moreover, the grounding of the system is floating.
























mn 1 fi nipfpr
Fiq.3.5 Circuit for I-V characteristics measurement.
(a) Keithley 177 multimeter in current mode.
(b) Keithlev 177 multimeter in voltaae mode.
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3.2.2 The Set Up for I-V Characteristics Measurement
Fig. 3.6 is a schematic diagram for measuring the
temperature dependence of I-V characteristics. The central
parts of the set-up are the cooling unit and the heating
unit labelled by C and H. respectively.
The cooling unit is a liquid nitrogen tank. Liquid
nitrogen is let into the tank through a tube wound around
the circumference of the tank from top to bottom and then
going into it. Liquid N2 comes out through a tube connected
to the tank bottom so that the upper part of the tank is
more easily cooled down during liquid nitrogen filling.
The heating unit contains two heaters. One of them is
made up of tungsten wire wound around a copper cylinder and
the other one is made up of tungsten wire threaded ceramic
tubes which will be inserted into the long holes of the
copper cylinder (Fig. 3.7). These two heaters have the same
power of Fig. 3.7 about 30 W such that the temperature on
the top plate of the heater can vary from -20°C to 240°C.
The top plate of the heater is used as the sample
holder. However, the sample is electrically insulated from
the heater by means of a thin Glass.
Electrical connection to the top electrode of the
sample is made through a pressed electrode shown in Fig.
3.8. It consists of a tef lon slab such that the electrode
probes (A and B) are electrically insulated from the heater.
In order to compensate the thermal expansion of the teflon,
etc., there is a spring between the two probes. Hence a good













Fig.3.6 A schematic diagram of set-up for I-V characteris-
tic measurement.
Al, A2, A3 are vacuum feedthroughs for signals of
I-V, thermocouples and heaters, respectively. B is
gas inlet valve, C is cooling unit, H is heating




tungsten wire. insert into the long holes
ceramic tube
Fig.3.7 Construction of the heating unit.
scree
B
Fig.3.8 A schematic diagram of pressed electrode fixed on
the top plate of the heating unit.
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break-down at high electric field due to the sharp eage of
the copper electrode, the edge of B should be polished
smooth, and, of course, the pressure of the pressed elec-
trode should be adjusted not to be too strong. Electrical
connection to the bottom electrode is by means of a wire
painted on the electrode with silver-paste.
3.2.3 The Method of I-V Characteristics Measurement
After the sample has been fixed on the top plate of the
heater and an electric wire is painted by silver-paste on
the bottom electrode of the sample for more than two hours,
the top evaporated metal of the sample (sandwich structure)
is then pressed by the pressed electrode. The sample tem-
perature is measured by a chromel-alumel thermocouple placed
on the thin glass near the sample serving as a dummy. To
improve the thermal contact, a thin film of vacuum grease is
smeared on the measuring point of the thermocouple. Vacuum
grease is also smeared on all contacts between the thin
glass and the lzeater, and between the sample and the heater.
Therefore the temperature measured by the thermocouple is
expected to be the temperature of the sample.
The I-V characteristics is measured at constant tem-
perature under a base pressure below 2 x 10-6 torr. To
obtain temperature above room temperature, heater is turned
on and the desired equilibru.m tem-perature will be reached
at about an hour. The desired temperature is then easily
controlled to+ 0.1 °C by adjusting the voltage applied
across the heater slightly and frequently. To obtain temper-
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ature below the room temperature, the cooling unit will be
filled with liquid nitrogen and the voltage applied across
the heater is also set at the desired value. Again the
desired equilibrum temperature will be reached after an
hour.
The voltage applied across the sample ranges from 10 mV
to a few volt, normally. The upper limit of the applied
voltage depends on different samples. It should be chosen to
avoid sample break-down at high field.
3.3 The Temperature Dependence of Dark DC Conductivity
Measurement
The same set-up and the circuit are also used to
measure the temperature dependence of dark DC conductivity.
During measurement, the temperature is being increased
at a rate of about 0.5 °C/min. The electric field applied
to the sample of the sandwich structure is kept constant at
about 3 x 102 V/cm throughout the whole measurement. The
current through the sample is recorded, The dark DC conduct-
ivity 6 is then obtained from the following relation:
where V the voltage across the sample
L the thickness of the sample
A the effective cross section of the sample
I the current through the sample
In general, measurements are imnade from room temperature
up to about 100 °C. But in some cases, measurements acc made
up to about 220°C.
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3.4 Open Circuit Voltage (Voc) Measurement
Fig. 3.9 is a schematic diagram for Voc measurement.
The sample is placed on the sample holder (S) and illuminat-
ed by light from a tungsten-helogen lamp (15 V, 150 W,
Philips) or a He-Ne laser (8 mW). The light is guided by an
optical fibre and a light pipe (1 cm in diameter) and then
reaches the sample.
To reduce moisture pick-up, a continuous flow of pure
dry nitrogen is maintained in the chamber. The nitrogen flow
is set at a rate such that the pressure inside the chamber
is just higher than that of atmosphere.
Under illumination, a voltage of the sample of a sand-
wich structure (back contact/ a-Si/ semitransparent metal)
is induced and measured by an electrometer (Keithley 642).
Since the purpose of the measurement is to get some
informations about the relative internal field of the dif-
ferent metals only, the colour temperature of the light
source does not correspond to that of the sun-light. The
total power is roughly measured by means of a Moll's ther-
mopile. The results are listed in the folio wing:
40150 120F(in W)
P(in mW/cm2) 87700 370
power supplied to the lampwhere F














Several series of samples with different preparation
conditions are listed in Table 4.1.
The samples of a Schottky structure (back contact/a-
Si/semitransparent metal) are illuminated by light from a
150 W tungsten-heloaen lamp.
The Voc is measured at room temperature and listed in
the Table 4,2.
From Table 4,2a, one may note that the Voc induced by
Au is much larger than that induced by Al and Cr, while the
Voc induced by Al and Cr are comparable. For unhydrogenated
samples, the largest Voc is found in samples with stainless
steel substrates (s,s.) serving as back contact with the
exception of the sample with Al/Si/Al structure, which shows
a higher Voc than that with s.s./Si/Al structure. The
largest Voc of 69.5 mV is recorded from the sample SoM6 of
structure s.s./Si/Au. For hydrogenated film, again, samples
with stainless steel substrates serving as back contact have
a higher Voc. The largest Voc of about 366 mV is measured in
sample SoMlO of structure s.s./Si(H)/Au.
4.2 Dark DC Conductivity Measurement
For unhydroyenated films, the dark DC conductivity of
different samples are shown in Fig. 4.1. In general, the
curves of the samples annealed at about 405 °C are linear
over the whole measured temperature (from room temperature





















Table 4.1 a-Si preparation conditions for different series
of samples.
B. P.= base pressure during evaporation.
C. R.- coating rate.
SoD3, 4, 9, 10 are hydrodenated by 9 pinch.
SoM7, 8 are hydrogenated by an ion source for 20
min at 500 °C.
SoM9, 10 are hydrogenated by an ion source for
30 min at 500 °C.
SoMll are hydrogenated by an ion source with
condition similar to SoM9, 10.
Table 4,2 The maximum Voc for different samples.
(a) The samples of stainless steel substrate.
Ta= annealing temperature,


































































Table 4.2(b) The samples of the different back contact and
Cr, Al or Au serving as semitransparent metal.
Ta= annealing temperature,
s.s.= stainless steel substrate.
Fig.4.1 The temperature dependence of dark DC conductivity foi
unhydrogenated films.







up to about 100 °C, usually), while for the sample annealed
at about 557 °C, the curves are linear at high temperature
and decrease in slope with decreasing te mperature. The
linear part of the curves at high temperatures are expected
to correspond to the extended state conduction predicted by
Mott and Davis (1979).
From Equ. 2.1
where (for electron)
The activaion energy (Ec-Ef) and the pre-exponential factor
of the different samples are summaried in Table 4.3a. The
conductivity at 30 °C, 6(30 °C), are also summaried in Table
4.3b. The activation energy varies between 0.38 and 1.13 eV,
varies oetween and and 6(30
varies between and One may
note that the pre-exponential factor decreases with the
activation energy as s h o w n in Fig. 4,2. and the smallest
activatioin energy is in general obtained from the sample
with Al as top metal electrode.
For hydrogenated films, the dark DC conductivity of
different samples are shown in Fig. 4.3, It is found that
the curves of samples with Al top electrode and SoMlO with
Au top electrode gradually bend down with increasing
temperature. It may be corrected by assuming a constant
contact resistance R to exist in series with the sample at
the top electrode.
Then
where the bulk resistance of the sample
the measured R
Table 4.3 The dark DC conductivity of unhydrogenated film.
(a) pre-exponential factor 6 and activation energy
for band conduction.
(b) conductivity at 30 °C ((5Q(30° C)) and activation
energy E.
Fig.4.2 The plot of pre-exponential factor vs activation
energy for unhydrogenated films.
Fig.4.3 The temperature dependence of dark DC conductivity for
hydrogenated films.






The dotted Line in Fig. 4.3 is the dark DC conductivity
after correction. The activaion energy, pre-exponential
factor and 0(30° C) are then sum mar ied in Table 4.4. The
activation energy varies between 0.4 and 0.55 eV, 6 varies
between and while 6(30 °C) varies
and The relation between and
is also plotted in Fig. 4.4. For the same hydrogenated
sample, the activation energies do not depend on the top
electrode. In contrast the activation energies for unhydro-
genated films seem to be metal dependent.
One may note that the 6 {30 °C) of sandwich structure
for both hydrogenated and unhydrogenated samples is much
smaller than that of coplanar structure found by Poon (1978)
and Koon (1983). The difference is about in 1 to 3 order of
magnitude for unhydrogenated samples and 3 to 4 order of
magnitude for hydrogenated samples. The pre-exponential
factor o of both hydrogenated and some of un hydrogenated
samples are also much smaller than that
estimated by Mott and Davis (1979) or
reported by Spear (1980) or( found by
Koon (1983).
4.3 I~V Characteristics and Energy Distribution of Gap
S tates
The temperature dependence of I-V characteristics for
unhydrogenated and hydrogenated films are shown in Fig. 4.5.
and 4.6, respectively. In general, all films show an ohmic
region followed by SCL region which has a nearly linear
SerialSample No. T o p
electrode
































































Table 4.4 The dark DC conductivity of hydrogenated film.
(a) pre-exponential factor 6 Q and activation energy
E_ for band conduction.
ci
(b) conductivity at 30 °C (d(30° C)) and activation
energy E.
Fiq.4.4 The plot of pre-exponential factor vs activation
enerqy for hydroaenated films.
Fig.4.5 The temperature dependence of I-V characteristics for unhydrogenated films.
Stainless steelSitoo electrode(+) (or(-)), where+ (or- )sign means that
the top electrode is positively (or negatively) biased. The straight lines shown
in the figures are the corresponding characteristic slopes m in the SCL region
of I-V characteristics.
(a) SoM4, s.sSiAl 9v(+)
(b) Forward-reverse I-V characteristics for SoM4, s.s.SiAl.
Thp curve









2 16• 8 C
SoMl, s.s.SiAl(+)
SoM1,s.s./Si/Au(+)
(h) Forward-reverse I-V characteristic for SoM3, s.s.SiCr. The
curve 0-0-0 is positively biased while curve 0-0-0 is
negatively biased.
(i) SoM3, s.s.SiCr(+) all curves are positively biased except





(1) SoM5, s.s./Si/Cr.All curves are positively biased except
that the curve 0-0-0 is negatively biased.
(1') Forward-reverse I-V characteristic for SoM5, s.s.SiAl
The curve
is positively biased while curve
(m) SoM5; s. s. S iAu. All curves are positively biased pyrpnt-
that the curve is negatively biased
Fig .4„ 6 The temperature dependence of I-V characteristics foi
hydrogenated films.
(a) Somll, S.S. / Si (H) / Au(+)


(c) SoMll, s.s.Si (H)Cr Q)(+)
(d) SoMil, s.s.Si (H)Cr 2)(+)





characteristic slope m. For unhydrogenated sample, m is
temperature dependent while for hydrogenated sample, m is
only weakly temperature dependent as shown Fig. 4.7. The
crossover voltage which is obtained from the intersection of
the extrapolation of the characteristic slope in the ohmic
region and SCL region, are also temperature dependent as
shown in Fig. 4.8. In general, both Vx and m increase with
increasing temperature. For the hydrogenated films, the I-V
characteristics depend on the polarity of the applied field
but for unhydrogenated films except for Al as top electrode
metal, I--V characteristics depend only weakly on the
polarity.
Since the trap distributions mentioned in section 2.7.1
to 2.7.3 cannot be satisfactorily applied to our experimen-
tal I-V characteristics, our results are analysed by both
the step by step method and the differential method (section
2.7.5).
(1) The step by step method
serves as the reference point for the
energy scale in the gap state distribution. From Equ. 2.15
and 2.16, during applied voltage, the Fermi level shift due
to change of applied voltage
(2.16)
The average trap density between and
(2.15)
Let K 1.3, the mean value of 1 to 2
dielectric permittivity
for silicon




Fia.4.8 The temperature dependence of fhp r r n c: c n p
(a) Unhydrogenated films
( T_T t r ~d V~ ~f v- —-i 4— -d ~f~ t 1 m—.
The energy distribution of gap states indicated by (a)
in Fig. 4.9 is obtained by applying Equ. 2.15 with (E f n 2~
Efni) which is evaluated by taking the nearest neghbouring
points of I-V curve and s ub s i t i t u t i ng them into Equ. 2.16.
The steps of the Fermi level shift Efn2Efnl are 9eneral
within 0.01 eV.
(2)The differential method
From Equ. 2.17b and 2.22, the density of gap states
g(Efn) is qiven by
In the present analysis, K= 0.75 (suggested by
Mackenzie et a 1. 1982). 6Q is obtained from the corres¬
ponding pre-exponential factor in the ohmic region. Two
methods for determining the slope m(V)= dlnJdlnV of the J-
v curve are tried as follows:
Method (1):
A polynomial is fitted to the J-V curve, and m(V) i
obtained by direct differentiation of this function. Thi
method will smooth out the J-V curve, and hence the tra
distribution. In this method, several fluctuating points ma
easily influence the fitting of polynomial. Furthermore, th
points near the beginning and end of J-V curve cannot b
fitted well as compared with the other points of the J-1
curve. The curve (b) in Fig. 4.9 shows the result of this
method.
Meth o d (2):
First applying linear least square fit to 3, 4, 5,
neighbouring points of the J- V curve, three sets of slope
and their error are obtained. The best value of the m (V) is
chosen from the set with the least error in the slope.
Therefore everywhere will be in good fit except that near
where the curve is not slowly varying (here this method is
called local linear-least-square fit (LLLSF)). Since this is
a local fitting, several fluctuating points only affect
several points of trap distribution rather than the whole
distribution. The curves (c) in Fig. 4.9 are calculated by
fhiQ mpfhoH
Summarizing, the curves (a), (b), (c) in Fig. 4.9 are
calculated from the same set of experimental data using the
step by step method, polynomial fitting differential method
and LLLSF differential method, respectively. It can be seen
that results obtained by these methods differ numerically at
most by a factor of two which may be due to the different
correction factor K selected. The general shapes of the
distribution are however identical. Therefore any of one of
the above methods can do the job. In the folio wing all
energy distribution of density of state will be calculated
by the LLLSF differential method.
For unhydrogenated films, a typical temperature depen¬
dence of density of gap state g(E) is shown in Fig. 4.10 in
which the position of Fermi level in thermal equilibrium is
indicated by an arrow. The SCLC begins to dominate when the
injected excess charge density is n- comparable with or
the energy distribution of gap states evaluated by
the differente methods.
SoM11, s.s/Si(H)/Cr(+)
( b) SoM7. s.s.Si( H) Cr(+)
greater than the thermally generated charge. The condition
required for evaluating the g(E) is thus nnQ. If the SCLC
and ohmic current are additive in the transition region
(Dumke 1982), then trap distribution is evaluated from the
points of I -V curve where n• is greater than 2nQ. So the
distributions start at an energy position higher than the
Fermi level position indicated by the arrow in Fig. 4.10.
The gap state distributions at different temperatures rapid¬
ly increase towards E from a common minimum value. For
examole at i o 3 h o n 'h
(for simplicity hereafter (E-E) is understood)
n H i n n r o q o t n t h o n r P o r n t at f). 2 2 pV. Thp
shapes for different temperatures are identical and g(E)
have a tendency to move towards the conduction band witi
increasing temperature. A similar behaviour in temperature
dependence of gap state distribution in hydrogenated film is
also observed as shown in Fig. 4.10 curves (b). Comparing
the hydrogenated film with unhydrogenated film, the tempera¬
ture shift for hydrogenated films seems to be smaller than
that for unhydrogenated film. For both hydrogenated and
unhydrogenated films the density of gap states near 0.4 eV
is about But for hydrogenated films, the
density of state distribution increase more slowly than thai
of unhydrogenated films. In other words, the density oJ
state of unhydrogenated films is much larger than that oi
hydrogenated film (by one order of magnitude at 0.33 eV fot
T= 4 5 °C).
Fig.4.10 Comparision of the energy distribution of gap
states in unhydrogenated film (curves a, S o M 4,
s .s ,S iAl(+)) and in hydrogenated film (curves b.
SoM 11, s.s.Si (H)Cr
Fig. 4.10 curves (b) and Fig. 4.11 are the results
measured at different positions on the same hydrogenated
s a mole with the same top electrode metal. The shape is
nearly identical. The measured densities of state do not
differ by more than a factor of two. They also show a broad
minimun of gap state with density around 5 x 10 3 cm~eV~
from 0.4 eV to 0.35 eV and slowly increase to the order of
Fig. 4.12 is the temperature dependence of the density
of state distribution of another hydrogenated film. This
film has a lower density of states with
0.5 eV and has a density of about
eV. But one may note that the hydrogenation condition for
these two hydrogenated samples is different,
The density of gap state distribution deduced from some
of I-V characteristics of unhydrogenated films and hydroge¬
nated films shown in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 are summaried in Fig.
4.13 and 4.14, respectively, For unhydrogena ted films (Fig.
4.13), the density of states distribution is deduced in a n
energy range from about 0,29 eV to 1.05 eV. It is not possi¬
ble to obtain the whole spectrum of state distribution from
a single unhydrogenated sample, since for any one sample
measured, the Fermi level can only be shifted by about 0.05-
0.1 eV through current injection. The dotted lines in Fig.
4.13 are extrapolated curves and the thermal equilibrium
Fermi level of the corresponding films are indicated by
arrows. The important feature of this spectrum is that there
is a broad distribution of gap states with density around
The energy distribution of gap states in
hydrogenated film, s.s/Si(H)/Cr(1)(+)
7 i g. 4. 12 The energy distribution of gap states in
hydrogenated film, SoM7, s.s.Si (H)Cr(+),
Fig.4.13 The energy distribution of gap states in
unhydrogenated film.
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F i g. 4 .14 The energy distribution of gap states i r
hvdroaenated film.
in the ciao cent pr (from 0.5 to 0.75 pV). On




0.35 eV and then rapidly increases to the broad maximum. The
n C f a f o C K e m t Ko h r 0! o rl m -I v i m 1 -1 m v- -n r~s -i til u rl v onn 4- e 4- h y-
• 1 i i' ( 1 e 4~ e t. 7 ra y r c t 7 o 1 n n c
band). Considering the distribution for sample SoM3 only,
one may think that the broad maximum may be resolved into
peaks with separation about 0.2 eV, one of them positioning
o t O o 7 o ra tl the ether- eee ot C H '3 oU
Fig. 4.14 is the density of state distribution fo:
hydrogenated films. Since the hydrogenation condition i:
quite different, no simple connection to the curves can b
drawn. But in aeneral, from 0.4 to 0.5 eV. the densit1
nH to crn a 1 h
than that of unhydrogenated films. One may note that diffe
rent hydrogenation condition may influence the state distri
huHnn n(= n r 1hp h n n rl+- n i 1 in (i i f f prpnt- w n n
Chanter
Discussion and Conclusio
In our experiments, there are two main difficulties in
determining the density of state distribution by current
injection method. One is the making of an ohm ic contact
between the metal and a -Si, and the other one is the refere¬
nce point for the energy scale in the state distribution.
n) Dhmi n ronhapf-
An ohmic contact is an important requirement for
current injection to create SCLC. As mentioned in section
2.5, there are several methods to make an ohmic contact. In
our experiments, two simple methods are used. One method is
to choose a metal with suitable work function such that an
accumulation layer is created beneath a-Si near the inter¬
face. In our experiments, the two low work function metals
Al and Cr (see Table 5.1) are used. The other method is to
make a disturbed surface of semiconductor at the interface.
In our experiments, this disturbed surface is achieved byi
polishing the stainless steel substrate in a rough way and
then a-Si is deposited onto the polished stainless steel
substrate. From the V measurement we may hope to draw some
conclusions about ohmic contact. For samples with the same
semitransparent top metal, we have found that the stainless
steel substrate serving as back contact give the largest
VQ. This may be interpreted that stainless steel substrate
is more ohmic than other metal substrates used because VQO
can be considered as the sum of the internal fields arisen
from the top and bottom metal. This conclusion is applicable
































Table 5.1 Work function and Electroneaativitv












Table 5.2 Barrier heiaht for metal on n-tvoe E
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when preparation conditions such as a-Si thickness, thick-
ness of semitransparent metal, reflectivity and transmission
etc., are kept constant. In our case, care is taken to keep
these constant. Once an ohmic contact is provided, the
conduction will be bulk-limited, not electrode-limited as
mentioned in section 2.7.4. Bulk-limited conduction may be
proved by studying the thickness dependent of I-V characte-
ristic, which also gives very direct information about ohmic
contact. Unfortunately, such an experiment cannot be carried
out in our case because we cannot prepare samples with
different thickness under exactly the same conditions, since
a slight variation of the coating rate, base pressure during
evaporation, annealing temperature and time will produce
samples with different activation energy and pre-exponential
factor. Nevertheless, the ohmic character of the stainless
steel- a-Si contact is supported by the fact that an ohmic
region at low applied field is found in all I-V curves.
(2) The reference point for the energy scale in the gap
state distribution
The reference for the energy scale in gap statE
distribution is obtained from the activation energy and pre-
exponential factor of the dark DC conductivity (see Equ.
2.16, 2.17b).
In our I-V characteristic measurements, we found that
the direction of easy flow (forward bias) is in the direc-
tion of the electric field pointing towards the stainless
steel substrate (i.e. the applied voltage is nagative at the
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stainless steel substrate relative to the top electrode).
Therefore, the stainless steel substrate now acts as an
electron-injecting contact provided that the stainless seel
substrate is more ohmic than the top electrode. This implies
that the majority carrier of our a-Si film is electron, i.e.
our a-Si sample should be n-type. A similar indirect impli-
cation is also given by the Voc mensurement. From the Table
5.1 and 5.2, both work function of Au and the barrier height
of Au in n-type crystalline semiconductor is larger than
that of Al or Cr. Thus an n-type Schottky diode with Au as
blocking contact will induce a larger Voc than that with Al
or Cr acting as semitransparent top electrode. Our Voc
results agree with this situation. Therefore, the activation
energy Ea= EC-E f is used to evaluate the reference point
for the energy scale in gap state distribution for our
evaporated a-Si films.
From our dark DC conductivity results, we are met with
following problems:
(1) Anomalously small is found in
our samples when comparing with that estimated by Mott
and Davis (1979) or reported by Spear
et al. (1980) by Koon (1983)
(2) The pre-exponential factors of both hydrogenated and
some of unhydrogenated samples of sandwich structure
are much smaller than that of coplanar structure found
by Koon (1983)
[ 3) The conductivity at 3 0 °C of both hydro genated and
unhydrogenated samples of sandwich structure are also
much smaller than that of coplanar structure reported
earlierly (Chik et al. 1983, Koon 1983). The difference
is about in 1 to 3 order of magnitude for unhydroge-
nated films and in 3 to 4 order of magnitude for hydro-
qenated films.
As we know, the pre-exponential factor varies with
activation energy. For example, the activation energy and
hence pre-exponential factor can be changed by doping (Spear
et al., 1980), by different preparation conditions (Spear et
al. 1980) and by 1 ight-i nduced changes in defect concentra¬
tion (Staebler and Wronski 1980). Therefore, in order to
explain the above problems, one may first try to explain the
phenomena that 6Q varies with the activation energy. Several
cases for explaining the phenomena are described as follows:
(1) Meyer-Neldel rule (Meyer and Melder 1937) stated that
for many solids, the activation energy Ea and pre-
exponential factor have the following form
where TQ= characteristic temperature of the substance.
Roberts (1974) proposed that if the density of states
varies exponentially with energy and extends between
the two energies Em and Ec as well as a wide band gap
in the solid, then TQ= Tt (the characteristic tempera¬
ture of trap distribution) and Ea= (E m-E). For the
larger T0 and hence Tt, the trap distribution will vary
more slowly between the En and E. For example in many
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amorphous chalcogen ide seen iconductor s, To tends to
infinity, their conduction band tail varies very slowly
and extends into the gap center.
(2) Spear et al. (1980) suggested that an increasing number
of the weakly localized tail states below the T=0 0K
mobility edge (Ec (0 °K)) becomes extended as T is
increased. This leads to a downward shift of E0 which
is linear with T above 200 0K. According to Spear et
al., the larger the temperature coef f icent, the 'nigher
Ec (0 °K) lies above EA, the edge of band tail. So the
sample with greater disorder and consequently larger
band tails are characterized by higher values of 60.
(3) Fritzsche (1981) stated that the dependence of 60 on Ea
has often been observed in heterogeneous systems and it
is possible that the spatial fluctuation assciated with
heterogeneities may affect 60.
(4) Another possibility for explaining the decrease in con-
ductivity is minority carrier injection in relaxation
semiconductor (Van Roosbroesk and Casey 1972). Accor-
ding to Van Rooshroesk and Casey, in the relaxation
regime, the dielectric relaxation time trel is very
long compared to the minority carrier lifetime to. The
recombination rate is sufficiently large that the Fermi
level cannot be split into two quasi-Fermi levels but
instead is shifted by injection from its equilibrium
position. As a consequence, the product of mobile
carrier concentration remains constant according to the
law of mass action. For example, if injection doubles
the minority carrier concentration, the carrier density
and hence the conductivity is reduced by a factor of
two. in general, a majority carrier depletion region is
adjacent to the minority carrier injecting contact
followed by a narrow recombination front. The majority
carrier depletion decreases the current and the predic¬
ted I-V characteristic is therefore sublinear instead
of superlinear as for the other injection mechanisms.
(5) As we know, a very clean surface is not easy to
achieve. The contamination on the surface due to the
unavoidable adsorption of or reaction with foreign
impurities (e.g. water, oxygen or oxide etc.) plays the
most important role in creating surface states. In
general, gas atoms or molecules having an electron
affinity greater than the work function of the semicon¬
ductor may capture electron from the surface and their
behaviour is like acceptors forming acceptor-like
surface states within the energy gap. These surface
states would capture electrons from going to the con¬
duction band and leave some holes in the valence band
and consequently the energy band will bend upwards. On
the other hand, donor-like surface states forming
within the energy gap will bend energy band downwards.
It should be noted that an acceptor-like or a donor¬
like surface state can be considered to be electrically
neutral, but the acceptor-like surface state would
become negatively charged after capturing an electron
and the donor-like surface state would become posi¬
tively charged after giving up an electron (i.e. cap¬
turing a hole). Therefore, acceptor-1ike surface states
will tend to produce a depletion layer on an n~type
semiconductor and an accumulation layer on a p-type
semiconductor. As Peng et a 1. (1983) reported that for
rf GD a-Si physisorbed Op act as acceptor-1ike surface
states. Aker et a1. (1983) reported that the surface
oxide on the undoped and doped a-Si:H formed in ambient
at 300 °K act as acceptor-like surface states and the
resultant hole accumulation layer dominates the conduc¬
tion of p- t y p e a- S i: H even at 4 30 0 K and causes strong
electron depletion in n-type films. The surface states
can thus strongly affect the transport oorperties of a-
S i: H films.
When we try to apply the above ideas to explain our
results, difficulties arise. Consider the first case. From
the plots of ln6Q vs Ea (Fig. 4,2' and 4.4), TQ for unhydro-
genated and hydrogenated films are respectively 244 °K and
337 °K and the corresponding and
. These values for TQ are much smaller than
that of amorphous chalcogenide semiconductors, and that of
GD a-Si found by Ashok et a 1. (1980) who assuming an
exponential trap distribution in a-Si obtained T= 9 2 5 °K.
Such small T implies that the band tail states in our
samples vary rapidly, which is observed in our gap state
distribution shown in Fin. 4.13, Fin.4.14. However, accor-
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ding to section 2.7.3 mentioned, for an exponential trap
distribution theory predicts that the characteristic slope
of the I-V characteristics should vary inversely as the
temperature. Such a temperature dependent is not found in
our experiments.
In the second case, according to the Spear's model, our
small 6o implies a narrow band tail. This contradicts with
our experimental finding. The density of state distribution
shown in Fig. 4.13 and 4.14 seems to indicate a large band
tail (qreater than 0.3 eV).
In the third and fourth cases, Fritzsche's model may
explain an anomalously large 60 but not an anomalously small
60. The possibility of minority carrier injection in relaxa-
tion semiconductor can also be neglected because the pheno-
menon of sublinear properties has not been observed in I-V
characteristics of our samples. Thus our small 60 cannot be
satisfactorily explained by the above four cases.
There is a great chance that a thin oxide layer may
exist on the surface of our samples. This oxide layer can
play significant role in the dark DC conductivity measure-
ment. The anomalously small values of 6 and 6o may be caused
by the acceptor-like surface states due to surface oxide
provided that our films is n-type. Nevertheless, the
acceptor-like surface states do not affect the I-V characte-
ristics at high injecting level at which all surface states
will be filled up and may assist to collect electrons at the
interface between the top metal and the semiconductor. But
at low applied field, the surface states do affect the dark
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DC conductivity and hence the re f_e rence point for the energy
scale in the gap state disLribution may be shifted.
Because of the blocking contact, the influence of the
surface states and other unkown contact resistance in series
with the sample, the applied voltage Va should be corrected
for the built-in voltage Vb, the voltage SIC due to the
contact of the circuit's components and the voltage Vs due
to surface states. The actual voltage V causing SCLC is then
given by
-Vb -Vi-VsV Va
From Voc measurement and the forward-reverse I-V
characteristics, Vb is expected to be small because of they
small Voc and small polarity effect. Vr is also expected to
be small compared to the bulk resistance of the film. Unfor-
tunately Vs cannot be predicted. Since the corrected voltage
is smaller than the uncorrected voltage, so the true slope
of the logI-logy is increased. It can be seen from Equ.
2.17b, 2.22 that carrying out above correct ion would lead to
a smaller g(E) and a smaller Fermi level shift. The overall_
error in uncorrected density of state distribution may be
estimated to be not more than a [ac for of two within the
error due to non-uniformity of the internal field and
carrier density (see Fig. 5.1).
In the following discussion, it is assumed that the
experimentally determined activation energy and pre-ex ponen-
tial factor can be used to evaluate the reference po i_nt for
the energy scale in the trap distribution and the activation
Fig.5.1 An I-V characteristic and its corresponding energy
distribution of gap states after correction.
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energy and hence the reference point can be shifted by
different sample preparation conditions.
All temperature dependence of gap state distribution
(Fig. 4.10-4.12) shows the similar behaviour that the shape
of distribution is shifted towards the conduction band with
increasing temperature, This shift may be explained by tem-
perature shift of mobility edge and Fermi level proposed by
Spear et al. (1980). Spear et al. suggestd that the mobility
edge shift br is given by
The Fermi level shift
(50 la)
where temperature coef f icent in order of
varying from 0.36 to 0.23 between
for tyical GD sample
the extension of electron wavefunction aroiincl a q t-P
disorder potential
Using a linear approximation
Equ. 5.1a becomes
(5. lb
No well-defined band tail edge EA is found within our
measured energy range. Only limited data on the tail distri-
bution (no information about Ec(O)-EO.3 eV) are obtained.
In addition, near 0.3 eV, g(E) seems to show an exponential
distribution more likely than the linear distribution
required by Equ. 5.lbo Hence Equ. 5.1b is not applicable in
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our case. But from Fig. 4.10 one may note that although no
well-defined EA is found, the temperature shift of the
mobility edge in the unhydrogenated film is larger than that
in hydrogenated film. This implies that the unhydrogenated
films have a greater disorder. From Fig. 4.10 it is also
seen that the conduction band tail of hydrogenated films
appears to be narrower than that of the unhydrogenated
films. There are two possible explanations:
(1) Annealing effect:
The unhydrogenated sample in Fig. 4.1 is annealed at a
lower temperature (405 oC, near the onset of pre-crystalli-
zation stage), while the hydrogenated film is annealed at
553 ace Since in the pre-crystallization stage the release
of SiO from the a-Si matrix may create dangling bonds
forming states in the gap near the Fermi level (Chik et al.
1980), there is a possibility that the degree of long-range
disorder from which the band tail of localized states origi-
nates is diminished (i.e. the constituent atoms tend to
arrange in better order) by the reconstruction of tetra-
hedral bond angle and bond length. Therefore, some of band
tail states are removed. As a consequence, the density of
states in the gap center is increased but decreased near the
band edges, so that a narrower conduction band tail in the
hydrogenated films is observed.
'2) Hvdroaenation pf f prf
Hydrogenation can clean up some of the gap states
including regenerated states because the dangling bonds are
saturated by the hydrogen.
From Fig.4.14, one may note that different hydroge-
nation condition give different results. Near 0.4 eV, the
magnitude of density of states in some of hydrogenated films
are comparable to that in unhydrogenated films. This implies
the regenerated gap states not only exist in the gap center
but also near the band tail and also implies that some of
localized states near the band tail can be cleaned up by
hydrogenati.on. The amount of clean-up gap states depends on
the hydrogenation condition. Therefore, one may conclude
that the clean-up states near the band tail due to annealing
effect is less significant while hydrogenation plays the
most significant role in cleaning up gap states, (e.g. at
0.5 eV, about two order of magnitude is cleaned up. (see
Fig.4.13 and 4.14)).
For unhydrogena ted film, the energy distribution of gap
state is shown in Fig.4.13. A broad hump is found in the gap
center with densitv about which is compa¬
rable to that in some of GD a-Si obtained from the othe:
method, but smaller than that in evaoorated Si
) reported by Neudeck and Malhottra 1 97 5(a)). A low state
density in our sample is not suprising. Since the higher the
gap state density, the higher is the applied voltage V
required for current injection. Howover, at high applied
field, the high field effect and breakdown will occur. For
example, if the density of states near the Fermi level is
10° cm~eV~ at T= 300 °K, sample thickness L= 10 cm, a
typical characteristic slope rn- 2 to 5 then the applied
electric field= 4x10 Vcm or applied voltage 4x10 V is
required. At such high field the high field effect and break
down do occur. Thus, once an I-V characteristic is success¬
fully measured, the density of state would not be as high as
a n o n
10 cm eV, So this is a limitation for determining the
gap state distribution by means of current injection method.
The peaks E y and E y at 0.4 and 1.2 eV, respectively, and
well-defined minimum i n the m i dgap found by Madan e t a 1.
(1976) from the field effect measurement, are not observed
in our evaporated samples. The measured density of states
distribution in unhydrogenated film is very similar to
Davis-Mott Model. Considering the samples SoM3, the hump can
be resolved into two peaks of equal height positioning at
0.53 and 0.73 eV with energy difference about 0.2 eV. Accor¬
ding to Davis-Mott Model, the two peaks may be due to the
same defect such as dangling bond, and the energy difference
between the two peaks is the correlation energy U. Our
observed U is smaller than the value (U-0.4 eV) observed by
Dersch et al. (1981) but consistent with the lower limit (U
0.2 eV) suggested by Cohen et al. (1932). However, the
surface states may influence the reference point, Hence,
position of the hump cannot be identified accurately.
Perhaps, the two peaks may be the same. Therefore these
peaks should be further proved by other experiments.
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Conclusion
The contact 'between the roughly poli shed stainless
steel substrates and the a-Si filn can be treated as ohmic
contact. In general, current injection through the hydroge-
nated fil:ns is easier than through the unhydrogenated filns.
The energy distribution of gap states in the unhydrogenated
films is very similar to Mott-Davis model. Comparing the
unhydrogenated films with hydrogenated films, the gap Stdtes
can be cleaned up by the hydrogenation. The degree of
disorder is diminished after hydrogenation. Although the
reference point for the energy scale in the gap state dis-
tribution is influenced by the surface states produced by
the thin oxide on the surface of the samples, the overall
error in gap state distribution is estimated to be not more
than a factor of two.
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